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From under stress 
to under the sun
O’Hurley to speak 
at Commencement
By Beth Finan ’07
News Staff
Judging by the crowded cu­
bicles in Phillips Memorial Li­
brary this week, it is evident that 
midterm week has descended 
upon the Provi- 
SPRING dence College com- 
BREAK munity Although 
students are cur­
rently under a great deal of 
stress, many are looking for­
ward to jetting off to tropical 
paradises and Europe next week 
for the much anticipated spring 
break.
Katie Jahreis ’06 and four of 
her roommates are headed to 
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., after hear­
ing about their neighbors’ great 
experience there last year. Us­
ing tips from their neighbors 
about where to stay and what to 
do, the girls opted to book their 
own flights and hotel.
After visiting Acapulco, 
Mexico, last year for Spring 
Break, Jahreis said she and her 
roommates “wanted to stay 
within the [United States] be­
cause we didn’t want to spend 
as much money as we did last 
year.”
“As long as we stay within 
our budget, we probably will be 
saving money,” she said.
Dave Jose ’07, who missed 
out on his two previous Spring 
Breaks due to mononucleosis 
and the removal of his wisdom 
teeth, admitted that this year’s 
trip to Nassau in the Bahamas 
“is certainly more expensive 
than staying home,” but said he 
put aside a little money from 
each of his summer paychecks 
to pay for his week in paradise. 
He is spending the week at a 
beach and golf resort with his 
roommate Chris O’Connor ’07 
and his friend Mike Fulvio ’07.
“1 wanted to go someplace 
warm with a beach, and Chris 
wanted to golf,” Jose said. 
“Thus, we are going to a beach 
and golf resort—the beauty of 
compromise.”
Like Jahreis and her room 
mates, the boys did a lot of re­
search and booked everything 
online themselves. Mariel Au­
ger ’07, who is traveling to 
Salamanca, Spain, with Brian 
Calnan ’07 and a friend from 
home, also purchased her flight 
ticket and reserved her hotel 
through the Internet.
“I’m nervous because I did 
everything online, which 1 have 
never done before,” she said. 
“But I’m pretty confident that 
everything will work out.”
Auger is visiting her room­
mate Becky Ryan ’07, who is 
studying in Salamanca this se­
mester.
“I really want to go to Eu­
rope to see the different culture 
and visit Becky so she can take 
us around to all the things she’s 
seen,” she said.
Although the advent of Web 
sites like expedia.com and 
orbitz.com have made self­
planned trips easier and more 
commonplace, some students 
have opted to take advantage of 
having activities planned for 
them. Katie Angeloni ’08 and 
Sarah Duncan ’08 are traveling 
to Ireland with a group from the 
Liberal Arts Honors Program. 
The students will be spending 
time in Dublin and Galway dur­
ing their weeklong excursion.
“I am excited about seeing 
all the pre-Saint Patrick’s Day 
festivities and to see how they 
celebrate the holiday there,” said 
Angeloni.
Duncan said that the advan­
tage of going with a group is 
that “they’ll lead me around, so 
I’ll get to learn about the cul­
ture and have some fun.”
Another group that opted to 
have others assist them in the 
planning of their trip is a con­
tingent of 22 seniors headed to 
Punta Cana in the Dominican 
Republic. The students utilized 
the services of American Auto­
mobile Association (AAA) in 
Providence.
“1 personally chose the DR 
because I had done the whole 
Mexico thing before, and I 
wanted to try something new,” 
said Morgan Bigelow ’06, who 
is going on the trip. “The prices 
for the DR were relatively low, 
which meant more people 
would be able to afford it, so I 
think that had a great deal to do 
with it as well.”
Bigelow said she plans to 
“Enjoy the sun during the day 
and go out and party at night.”
Another group of PC stu­
dents is Dominican Republic­
bound as well, although their 
experience on the island will be 
drastically different. Kathryn 
Dykas ’08, Betsy Rouleau ’08, 
and Michelle Pergal ’08 are go­
ing to Montecristi to teach En­
glish to children at an orphan­
age. The trio is arriving on Sun­
day, when they will have an ori­
entation and a tour of the school. 
From Monday through Thurs­
day, they will be teaching with 
over 150 other
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By Meghan K. Welsh ’06
Asst. News Editor
Some know him as J. Peter­
man. Others recognize his 
moves on the dance floor. 
Providence College, however, 
BREAKING  knows John
NEWS ° Hurley 76 as 
an alumnus and 
now as the hon­
ored speaker of the College’s 
88th Commencement Exer­
cises, which will take place on 
May 21,2006.
O’Hurley was confirmed as 
this year’s Commencement 
speaker on Wednesday by 
Patricia S. Vieira, associate vice 
president for college relations & 
planning and the chair of the 
Honorary Degree Committee.
Though the accomplished 
television and stage actor is best 
known as the melodious-voiced 
catalog king “J. Peterman” on 
the popular Seinfeld television 
program, he has developed an 
extensive award-winning career 
on both stage and screen.
His renowned television ap 
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Lenten service and sacrifice
By Meghan E. Welch ’06
News Staff
As the Lenten season begins, 
many students have begun to 
ask themselves, “What will I
give up for Lent?” The question
LENT
offered a wide variety 
of answers.
“I think I’m going 
to give up junk food,” 
said Christiana Darby ’09.
“I’m giving up chocolate— 
it’s my weakness,” said Amanda
Pacheo ’09.
“I’m going to try to give up 
meat and candy, because it will
Rev. Joseph Guido O.P., 
speaks at an event for the 
Center for Catholic and 
Dominican Studies on 
Wednesday, Feb. 22. The 
event was one of a series of 
talks to help members of the 
college community fully 
embrace the Lenten pillars 
of fasting, prayer, and 
almsgiving.
John O’Hurley ’76, known foremost for his acting career, 
was chosen as this year’s Commencement speaker.
feel like I’m really giving up 
something,” said Sarah Bidinger 
’09.
“We’re going to give up 
chocolate and sweets,” said Lisa 
Catalano ’06 and Sarah Fullam 
’06.
“I’m planning to give up 
smoking and overindulging, be­
cause I do most of those things 
too much,” said Joe McAllister 
’06.
“I actually think I’m going 
to give up alcohol,” said 
Emanuel Vasconcelos ’06, vice 
president of Spiritual Life, part 
of Campus Ministry. “I’ve real­
ized it more in my life lately, and
I want to be able to stay focused LENT/Page 6
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on what’s important and on my 
relationship with God.”
Although the common prac­
tice is to give something up for 
the Lenten season, other people 
take a different approach. “I 
don’t believe in giving things up 
for Lent,” said Kerrin Nagle ’07. 
“1 prefer taking on a beneficial 
habit that 1 don’t normally make 
time to do during the rest of the 
year.”
This year, Nagle thinks she 
may try to create a better living 
environment for herself and her 
roommates. “I don’t know what 
I plan to do yet. Maybe I’ll try
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Last Comic Standing is Cease’s opener
On Tuesday, Feb. 21, about 75 stu­
dents gathered in McPhail’s for the Board 
of Programers’ (BOP) Tuesday Night 
Coffeehouse, Last Comic Standing. In 
addition to free food and coffee from 
Cafe Four 12, attendees had the oppor­
tunity to listen to the comedic stylings 
of 10 Providence College students—a 
mix of males and females from all 
classes. Each comic was given 10-15 
minutes to perform a routine, and the 
event lasted about two hours. The event 
was judged by two graduate assistants 
who work in the Student Activities-In- 
volvement-Leadership (S.A.I.L.) Office/ 
Slavin Center and work closely with 
BOP: Chris Charron and Kristeh 
McDonnell, as well as one member of 
BOP, Ben Dalton ’07.
At the end of the night, there was a 
tie between two students, JM Aubuchon 
’08 and Kevin MacLean ‘08. In the end, 
Aubuchon, who talked about everything 
from relationships to Antique Road 
Show, was named the winner based on 
the audience’s applause. Aubuchon was 
awarded a $50 gift certificate to the 
Providence Place Mall and the opportu­
nity to open for comedian Kyle Cease, 
who performed at McPhail’s on Sunday 
Feb. 26.
“I’ve wanted to perform on stage, and 
never really got a clear opportunity to 
do so because Open Mic Nights seemed 
more guitar-oriented, so a comedic show 
was exactly what I needed,” said 
Aubuchon after his win. “I did not ex­
pect to win, because I know a bunch of 
funny people, some of whom per­
formed.”
Aubuchon also talked about opening 
for Cease.
“Opening for Kyle was a great expe­
rience, he said. “There’s definitely more 
pressure on you when there’s a profes­
sional that you are warming up for. I now 
know how long it takes to be great in this 
business, [and] he showed me how it’s 
really done and how to get a laugh out of 
everything.”
—Meghan E. Welch ’06
JUDICIAL REVIEW
December 12, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Visitation- 
Over 60 minutes, Responsible.
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Administrative 
Warning.
December 12, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Visitation- 
Over 60 minutes, Responsible.
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Administrative 
Warning.
December 12, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Underage drinking and drinking game, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, 
Alcohol Edu., Administrative Warning.
December 12, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Underage drinking, Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol Edu., 
Administrative Warning.
December 12, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Intoxication with hospital transport, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, 
Alcohol Edu., Alcohol Education 
Class, Parental Notification, Adminis­
trative Warning.
December 13, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Possession of paraphernalia, Not 
Reponsible. Fire and safety- Posses­
sion of an item that generates an open 
flame. Sanctions: Fine- $25, Adminis­
trative Warning.
December 14, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Intoxication with hospital transport, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, 
Alcohol Edu., Alcohol Education 
Class, Parental Notification, Adminis­
trative Warning.
December 14, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Underage consumption, Responsible. 
Participation in drinking games, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, 
Alcohol Edu., Administrative Warning.
December 14, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Underage consumption, Responsible. 
Participation in drinking games, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, 
Alcohol Edu., Administrative Warning.
December 14, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Underage consumption, Responsible. 
Participation in drinking games, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, 
Alcohol Edu., Administrative Warning.
December 14, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Underage drinking, Responsible.
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol Edu., 
Administrative Warning.
December 14, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Possession, Responsible. Sanctions: 
Fine- $100, Alcohol Edu., Administra­
tive Warning.
December 14, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Possession and drinking game, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, 
Alcohol Edu., Administrative Warning.
December 14, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Possession and drinking game, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, 
Alcohol Edu., Administrative Warning.
December 14, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Underage consumption and participa­
tion in drinking games, Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol Edu., 
Administrative Warning.
December 15, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Possession, Responsible. Sanctions: 
Fine- $100, Alcohol Edu., Administra­
tive Warning.
December 15, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Underage consumption, possession of 
an open container, Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol Edu., 
Administrative Warning.
December 15, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Possession, Responsible. Sanctions: 
Fine- $100, Alcohol Edu, Administra­
tive Warning.
December 15, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Underage consumption resulting in 
hospital transport, Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol Edu., 
Alcohol Education Class, Parental 
Notification, Disciplinary Probation 
through 5-21-06.
December 15, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Possession, Responsible. Sanctions: 
Fine- $100, Alcohol Edu., Administra­
tive Warning.
December 15, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Possession, Responsible. Sanctions: 
Fine- $100, Alcohol Edu., Administra­
tive Warning.
December 15, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Underage consumption and possession, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, 
Alcohol Edu., Administrative Warning.
December 15, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Underage consumption, possession of 
an open container, Responsible.
Sanctions: Fine- $250, Alcohol Edu., 
Alcohol Education Class, Parental 
Notification, Disciplinary Probation 
through 5-21 -06.
December 16, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Possession. Sanctions: Fine- $100, 
Alcohol Edu., Administrative Warning.
December 16, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Underage Drinking (2nd violation), 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $250, 
Alcohol Education Class, Parental 
Notification, Disciplinary Probation 
through 5-19-06.
December 16, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Possession, Responsible. Sanctions: 
Fine- $100, Alcohol Edu., Administra­
tive Warning.
December 19, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Intoxication with hospital transport, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, 
Alcohol Education Class, Parental 
Notification, Admnistrative Warning.
December 19, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Possession, Responsible. Sanctions: 
Fine- $100, Alcohol Edu, Alcohol 
Education Class, Parental Notification, 
Admnistrative Warning.
December 20, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Underage Possession, Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol Edu, 
Administrative Warning.
December 21, 2005. Hearing Outcome. 
Charge: Fire and Safety- Failure to 
evacuate during a fire alarm, Respon­
sible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, Disciplin­
ary Probation through 5-21-06.
December 21, 2005. Hearing Outcome. 
Charge: Fire and Safety- Failure to 
evacuate during a fire alarm, Respon­
sible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, Adminis­
trative Warning.
December 21, 2005. Hearing Outcome. 
Charge: Fire and Safety- Failure to 
evacuate during a fire alarm, Respon­
sible. Alcohol- Underage consumption, 
intoxication, Responsible. Sanctions: 
Fine- $100, Disciplinary Probation 
through 5-21-06.
December 21, 2005. Admnistrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Underage drinking and drinking game, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, 
Alcohol Edu., Admnistrative Warning.
December 21, 2005. Admnistrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Underage drinking, Responsible.
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol Edu., 
Admnistrative Warning.
December 22, 2005. Admnistrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Underage consumption and possession, 
Responsible. Physical abuse, Respon­
sible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol 
Edu., Disciplinary Probation through 
5-21-06.
January 3,2006. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Drug 
(Marijuana) possession and use, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $250, 
Drug Education Class, Parental 
Notification, Disciplinary Probation 
through 5-21-06.
January 9, 2006. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Conduct 
incompatible with neighborhood, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $250 
(suspended), Reflection Paper, 
Admnistrative Warning.
January 17, 2006. Administrative
Review Outcome. Charge: Conduct 
incompatible with neighborhood, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $250 
(deferred if there are no additional 
violations), Reflection Paper, Adminis­
trative Warning.
January 17, 2006. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Conduct 
incompatible with neighborhood, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $250 
(deferred if there are no additional 
violations), Reflection Paper, Adminis­
trative Warning.
January 18, 2005. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge - Incident 
#1: Alcohol- Underage consumption 
and intoxication, Responsible. Stan­
dards of Conduct- physical abuse, 
Responsible. Charge - Incident #2: 
Alcohol- Underage consumption, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $350, 
Alcohol Edu., Alcohol Education 
Class, 25 hours Community Restitu­
tion, Admininstrative Warning.
January 18, 2006. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Possession, Responsible. Sanctions: 
Fine- $100, Alcohol Edu., Administra­
tive Warning.
January 18, 2006. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
drinking game, Responsible. Sanctions: 
Fine- $100, Alcohol Edu., Administra­
tive Warning.
January 18, 2006. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Drinking game, Responsible. Sanc­
tions: Fine- $250, Alcohol Edu., 
Alcohol Education Class, Disciplinary 
Probation through 5-21-06.
January 19, 2006. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Intoxication with hospital transport, 
Responsible. Sanctions: Fine- $100, 
Alcohol Education Class, Parental 
Notification, Administrative Warning.
January 19, 2006. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Consumption, Responsible. Sanctions: 
Fine- $250, Alcohol Education Class, 
Parental Notification, Disciplinary 
Probation through 5-21-06.
January 19, 2006. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Providing 
false information to a College official, 
Responsible. Unauthorized possession 
of College property, Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Administrative 
Warning.
January 19, 2006. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Alcohol- 
Consumption, possession, Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $100, Alcohol Edu., 
Administrative Warning.
January 30, 2006. Administrative 
Review Outcome. Charge: Destruction 
of property (for guest behavior), 
Responsible. Guest responsibility, 
Responsible. Unauthorized occupancy 
of a residence hall room, Responsible. 
Sanctions: Fine- $450, Guest Restric­
tion, Disciplinary Probation through 5- 
21-06.
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Declaration aggravation for sophomores
By Richard Kurker ’09
News Staff .
When it comes to declaring a major, 
many undeclared sophomores have been 
feeling the heat as the year has pro­
gressed, and, unlike the cold weathei; it 
looks like things will be 
ACADEMICS getting hotter. All un­
declared sophomores 
must declare a major 
by Friday, March 3, or they may not be 
able to register for junior year courses.
According to Dr. Carol Crafts, asso­
ciate dean of undergraduate studies and 
director of academic advising, this dead­
line is scheduled for early March so that 
students could have the majority of the 
year to plan, evaluate, and examine their 
options, as well as get approval from the 
appropriate department chairperson be­
fore selecting their classes for junior year.
“We do not want students to be un­
sure of where they are going,” Crafts 
said.
Sophomores who have not declared 
a major cannot register for their junior 
year classes until they have chosen one. 
This ban, called a registration hold, is 
only lifted when the declaration form has 
been submitted and is a final push for 
students to select how they would like to 
direct their undergraduate academic 
studies. According to Crafts, there are 
usually no students who are on hold for 
registration.
Crafts said that although many sopho­
mores have waited until this week to de­
clare their majors, most students do not 
feel too much stress because they have 
had time to think about their choices. In 
addition, she said she believes it is good 
that students are taking their time with 
their decision.
“Deadlines are not there to be 
beaten,” she said. “They are there to be 
met.”
Providence College has offered un­
declared undergraduates many opportu­
nities to explore their options from the 
day they stepped on campus for orienta­
tion. Upon arriving at Providence Col­
lege, all undeclared students are given 
an undeclared advisor who can answer 
questions and steer students in the right 
direction.
In addition, the Undeclared Orienta­
tion Part II, loosely known as U2, is pro­
vided for incoming freshmen following 
summer orientation. The main purpose 
of this program is to give students infor­
mation from a variety of areas. In Octo­
ber, the Major/Minor Fair is held to give 
students even further exposure to their 
available options. During spring semes­
ter, the Office of Career Services offers 
ongoing workshops for undeclared stu­
dents to help them narrow their choices.
“There is always assistance for unde­
clared students,” said Crafts.
The ANGEL Web site is also a source 
for undeclared students, who can look 
under the PC Connects group to find in­
formation on undeclared advising. The 
Guidebook for Academic Exploration, 
which is also available on ANGEL, lists 
all of the requirements for the programs 
and majors at Providence College and 
also contains the various forms needed 
to declare or change a major. All of these 
pages are easily accessible on ANGEL 
and can be printed out for use.
Originally, there were 543 undeclared 
students in the class of 2008. As of 
Monday, Feb. 27, only 222 of these stu­
dents are still undeclared, indicating that 
more than half of the students who ini­
tially came to PC undeclared have al­
ready declared a major. Crafts said she 
is not worried that so many students have 
yet to declare a major because she is glad 
to see that students are taking time to ex­
plore their options, as this is the inten­
tion of the program.
“I think that’s what is going on with a 
lot of students,” said Crafts. “They just 
want to be sure of their choice so they 
can decide how to form an appropriate 
program.”
Another holdup for these students 
may be getting departmental approval for 
their decision, as some majors require 
extra steps in the process. Other students 
may have already decided upon a major, 
but have not yet taken action.
However, Crafts advised that it is still 
important that students declare their ma­
jors before the deadline, as delaying the
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Undeclared sophomores must pick a major by Friday or they may not be 
able to register for junior year courses.
process for too long can cause problems.
“Students should not wait too long to 
declare because they need time to dis­
cuss their choice with the department 
heads,” Crafts said. “Some departments 
preregister students, and such options are 
unavailable to students who declare their 
major late.”
Crafts said most undeclared students 
declare their major during the fall semes­
ter of their sophomore year based on the 
coursework they have completed up to 
that point. Additionally, students inter­
ested in studying abroad must declare a 
major early in their sophomore year to 
meet the December deadline for process­
ing. According to Crafts, students gen­
erally do not declare their major during 
their freshman year because they are not 
yet ready to make such a big commit­
ment. In addition, their high school 
course experiences are often different 
from their college-level experiences, 
prompting them to want more time to ex­
plore their options.
Steph Sullivan ’08 declared her ma­
jor in November.
“It was a difficult decision because 
up until I came to PC I wanted to be a 
journalism major,” Sullivan said. “But 
since PC doesn’t have that, I needed to 
find something else that I could love just 
as much.”
Sullivan’s experiences in and out of 
the classroom finally inspired her to 
major in social work, and she does not 
regret her decision. According to Crafts, 
this is exactly the intention of the unde­
clared program.
Crafts said that undeclared students 
have chosen majors in several fields of 
study, estimating that the distribution of 
majors is close to the collegewide distri­
bution. And as the March 3 deadline ap­
proaches, more students are rushing in 
to declare their majors before taking a 
break from the books and enjoying 
Spring Break.
Agape for all, and all for agape at event
Bv Chris Donnelly ’08
News Staff
Celebrating diversity was the theme 
at Agape For All, an event in which stu­
dents presented and discussed various 
works of literature.
Sponsored by Stop- 
CAMPUS ping Homophobia, 
EVENT Eliminating Prejudices 
and Restoring Dignity 
(SHEPARD), Board of Multicultural 
Student Affairs (BMSA), Amnesty Inter­
national, and Students Organized Against 
Racism (SOAR), Agape for All was held 
on Monday, Feb. 27, at 7:00 p.m. in 
Slavin Rm. G01.
“It’s a relaxed setting for people to 
share their poetry,” said Katie Schoen 
‘06, treasurer of SHEPARD.
The theme of the event was the cel­
ebration of diversity and agape—the 
Greeks’ idea of love in its fullest form.
During the event, which was designed 
as a “coffee-house style forum,” students 
sat in a circle on couches and read their 
selections, discussed the works, and en­
joyed refreshments. The event has been 
held every semester since fall 2004.
Although he admitted that the event 
was “really good,” Ryan Bowley ’08, 
secretary of SHEPARD, said he wishes 
more students had attended. He ex­
pressed his disappointment in the turn­
out of around 10 people, some of whom 
were SHEPARD members. Though the 
turnout was higher than the Agape For
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Sara Kirk ’07 recites original poetry at Agape for All. The event, which took 
place on Monday, was a forum for students to share works of literature.
All event that occurred during the fall 
semester, organizers say the event was 
much more highly attended last academic 
year.
“1 think that what was read was good, 
it was kind of disheartening that there 
wasn’t a big turnout,” said Mike 
McClellan ’06, vice president of 
SHEPARD.
“It isn’t about numbers, it’s about 
quality,” said Schoen.
Organizers said they wanted an event 
that would highlight the diversity on cam­
pus and decided on holding this open mic 
style forum.
People attending were encouraged to 
share literature with the theme of diver­
sity and celebration. McClellan started 
Agape For All by readingapassage from 
She’s Not There: A Life in Two Genders 
by Jennifer Finney Boylan. His reading 
relayed the fact that there are some in­
herent qualities that individuals cannot 
change, such as race.
Shelby A. Ferreira ‘07, president of 
SHEPARD then read a poem by Jimmy 
Santiago Baca, who is of Mexican and 
Apache descent, about the lives of mi­
grant workers.
Schoen and Sara Kirk ‘07 both read 
poems by Camille Dungy, who recently 
gave two talks at PC. Her talk on Feb. 
23 was entitled “Out of the Box,” which 
the College described as a “discussion 
on the intersectionality of race, class, and 
sex/gender and how creative writing is 
infused with richness of personal/politi- 
cal experience and feminist theory simul­
taneously.”
Some students read their own writ­
ings during the event. One such student 
was Kirk, who read two of her poems, 
one entitled “Daily Remembrance,” the 
other a paradel, which is a form of po­
etry that utilizes repetition.
“ft is a little nerve racking. I usually 
have to prepare for a few minutes,” said 
Kirk when asked about presenting her 
poetry in front of others. “They gave 
such great feedback and are so open . . . 
I like that it is a smaller and more inti­
mate setting than McPhail’s.”
“Who said it was simple?” by Audre 
Lorde, an African American lesbian poet, 
and “Coffee” by Loma Dee Cervantes, 
who is of Mexican descent and Native 
American ancestry, were also featured at 
the event.
Agape For All will most likely con­
tinue in the future, where organizers hope 
they can repeat the success of past events.
“It was a better showing than last [se­
mester] and more people shared,” said 
Kirk, who later said, “It is a nice place 
to come for a hot cup of coffee on a cold 
evening.”
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B-ball event scores points with athletes, students
By Cate Rauseo ’07
News Staff
While the 2006 Winter Olympics in 
Torino, Italy, have been the focus of 
many students for the past few weeks, 
the Special Olympics of Rhode Island
came to PC’s very own 
CAMPUS Peterson Recreation Cen- 
EVENT ter on Saturday, Feb. 25.
In conjunction with the 
College’s Special Olympics committee 
of Campus Ministry, the Special Olym­
pics of Rhode Island hosted a basketball 
tournament for 300 Special Olympians. 
Special Olympics Committee Co- 
Chairs, Amanda Thornton ’07 and 
Bridget Hayes ’08, joined 85 PC students 
in volunteering to run various dimensions 
of the annual tournament. In the morn­
ing, volunteers helped to run a skills ses­
sion to help the Special Olympians gain 
practice in dribbling, shooting, and pass­
ing. Later in the day, volunteers helped 
to keep time and score, and announce for 
each game. Many volunteers helped by 
serving lunch and cheering on the spe­
cial Olympians.
The event, which ran from 9:00 a.m. 
to 3:00 p.m., began with opening cer­
emonies including an opening prayer, the 
national anthem—sung by Amanda 
Paquin ’08— the running of a torch by 
both a PC student and a special Olym­
pian, and finally the reciting of the 
pledge, “Let me win; but if I cannot win, 
let me be brave in the attempt.”
The tournament, as well as the 
committee’s three other annual events, 
are open to all who wish to volunteer. In 
addition to this event, the committee 
hosts a cross country event in October, a 
unified basketball tournament in Decem-
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Players reach for the rafters during a Special Olympics basketball game in 
Peterson Recreation Center last Saturday. Along with the 300 special 
Olympians, 85 PC students attended the tournament as volunteers to teach 
skills, keep score, serve lunch, and cheer on the players.
ber, and a swim meet in March.
Thornton, who has been involved in 
the committee since her freshman year, 
encourages others to volunteer, as she has 
found her interaction with Special Olym­
pians rewarding.
“The Special Olympians are amazing 
athletes and in many ways they embody 
everything that it means to be a good ath­
lete,” Thornton said. “They play with 
courage and pride, and they play because 
they love the game. At the end of the 
day, when the tournament is over and it 
is time for them to go home, they always 
leave with a smile on their face, waving 
goodbye to their new PC friends.”
According to Thornton and Hayes, the 
tournament was a success, providing a 
positive experience for both the athletes 
and the volunteers.
“The athletes love talking to PC stu­
dents,” Hayes said. “They all have a 
great time when they are here. Everyone 
had so much fun, both the athletes and 
the volunteers.”
“I really loved talking to the Special 
Olympians at this event. Everyone I have 
met is extremely friendly and many of 
the athletes have exciting stories to tell. 
Some athletes even end up going to the 
World Special Olympics or have been 
there in past years,” Thornton said. “I 
think the Special Olympians are wonder­
ful role models because they focus so 
well on teamwork and they are always 
cheering on and supporting their fellow 
team members. They are also very sup­
portive of the members on the opposing 
team, and even if they lose the game, they 
do so with the utmost dignity.”
The athletes love talking to PC 
students ... They all have a 
great time when they are here.
Everyone had so much fun, 
both athletes and the 
volunteers.
Bridget Hayes ’08
All students are welcome to volunteer 
to participate in any of the events. The 
committee usually holds meetings in the 
basement of St. Dominic Chapel prior to 
each upcoming event to provide an op­
portunity for students to inquire about 
volunteering. If you wish to participate 
as a volunteer for the March 29 swim 
meet please contact Thornton at 
athorn07@providence.edu or Hayes at 
bhayes08@providence.edu for addi­
tional information.
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PC commemorates sculptor’s 100th birthday
By Megan Comerford ’06
News Staff
This May marks the 100th anniver­
sary of the birth of Rev. Thomas 
McGlynn, O.P., a talented Dominican 
priest and sculptor.
Father McGlynn is the 
CAMPUS creative hand behind four 
NEWS statues on the Providence 
College campus, including 
the 7’4” St. Martin de Porres statue—a 
bronze casting made in 1978, and located 
near Martin Hall—and the 6’4” St. 
Dominic statue, which stands in front of 
St. Dominic House.
The McGlynn Sculpture Court on the 
side of Hunt-Cavanaugh Hall on lower 
campus is home to a head study of Pope 
John XXIII that is twice life size, and a 
smaller study of the St. Martin de Porres 
statue.
Providence College’s ties to Father 
McGlynn extend beyond his sculptures.
In 1937, five years after his ordina­
tion as a priest of the Dominican Order, 
Father McGlynn came to Providence 
College to teach logic and epistemology 
but was reassigned to an Illinois high 
school the following year.
He returned to PC in 1946 as a speech 
teacher. It was during this time that Fa­
ther McGlynn was commissioned to 
sculpt three figures.
As stipulated by the contract, Father 
McGlynn was to sculpt the Virgin Mary, 
a statue that would eventually evolve into 
Our Lady of Fatima, one of his most 
well-known works.
Father McGlynn’s first version of 
Mary was based on his interpretation of 
the Fatima apparitions, which had gar-
SUSIE LUSHER ’07/The Cowl
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Above: A young Rev. Thomas McGlynn O.P., sculpts the clay figure that 
would be used to create the bronze St. Martin de Porres statue, below, found 
in the McGlynn sculpture court and pool adjacent to Hunt-Cavanagh Hall.
nered attention at the time with the re­
lease of more information on the sight­
ing.
In 1917, nearly 30 years before Fa-
ther McGlynn began working on his clay 
study, the Virgin Mary allegedly ap­
peared to three children in Fatima, Por­
tugal, six times. She told the children 
that there would be peace in the world if 
God’s command was followed and that 
war, hunger, and persecution were pun­
ishments for man’s sins.
Since 1930, the Catholic Church has 
accepted and supported the apparitions 
and message of Fatima.
Father McGlynn traveled to Portugal 
in 1947 to meet with Sister Lucy, the only 
surviving witness to the apparitions, and 
hoped to gain her approval and authen­
tication of his statue.
Lucy, however, deemed it to be unre­
alistic, and Father McGlynn remained in 
Portugal to sculpt a new statue of Fatima 
under the direction of Lucy. Pope Pius 
XII later blessed this new statue of the 
Virgin Mary. Father McGlynn returned 
to the United States where he continued 
sculpting and also lectured and wrote a 
book recounting his trip to Fatima en­
titled Vision of Fatima.
Early in 1956, Father McGlynn re­
turned to Italy to begin working on a 
15’6” statue of Our Lady of Fatima for 
the Fatima Shrine in Portugal.
“The statue was dedicated in 1958, 
and then in 1959 it was put up in the 
niche,” said Father McAlister.
In 1970, PC launched the first Sum­
mer Study Program in Pietrasanta, Italy, 
at Father McGlynn’s studio, which had 
been his permanent residence for 10 
years. Three students attended.
Father McGlynn was first professor 
of sculpture during the first two seasons 
of the Providence College Summer Study 
Program.
Rev. Richard A. McAlister, O.P., pro­
fessor emeritus of the Department of Art 
and Art History of Providence College, 
ran the program until its final session in 
1991.
Students studied in Europe for two 
months, spending the first traveling 
around London, Paris, Rome, and other 
major cities. During the second month 
they studied and worked at Father 
McGlynn’s studio.
“Over 400 students over those years 
attended it,” said Father McAlister.
Many current Providence College 
faculty members were teachers in the 
Summer Study Program, including Dr. 
Rodney Delasanta, professor of English, 
Dr. Alice Beckwith, professor of art and 
art history, Dr. Richard Grace, professor 
of history, and Rev. J. Stuart McPhail 
O.P., vice president of student services.
According to Father McAlister, Fa­
ther McPhail taught at the Summer Study 
Program in the summer of ’73, and Dr. 
Delasanta ran it from ’74-’76 while Fa­
ther McAlister was in graduate school.
When Father McGlynn died in 1977 
of cancer, “all of his property was 
brought here [to PC],” said Father 
McAlister.
The Thomas McGlynn Sculpture Col­
lection, housed in Hunt-Cavanaugh, con­
tains several works by Father McGlynn 
including the original plaster casts of the 
statues of St. Dominic and St. Martin, 
and the bust of Pope John XXIII. It also 
houses copies of Father McGlynn’s origi­
nal and revised versions of Our Lady of 
Fatima.
“We know that he did at least 128 
[sculptures] in his life and we have 68 
here,” said Father McAlister of the 
College’s collection.
Providence College lost the 
Pietrasanta property in 1993. Father 
McAlister had all of Father McGlynn’s 
remaining possessions moved to Provi­
dence College.
An exact recreation of Father 
McGlynn’s living space in Italy was set 
up in Hunt-Cavanaugh. “There’s no dif­
ference between this room and the one 
he lived in,” said Father McAlister.
All the furniture, from the desk to the 
refrigerator, are authentic and the floor, 
ceiling, and walls have been recreated.
Professors including Grace and 
Beckwith have incorporated tours of the 
space into their class syllabi. “It was 
brought here with the understanding that 
it would be exhibited,” Father McAlister 
said of Father McGlynn’s apartment fur­
nishings and sculptural works.
Students interested in viewing Father 
McGlynn’s sculptures and apartment rec­
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Have you LOVED your PC experience? 
Do you want to help high school students 
in the college search?
If you have any questions, contact Kristin (kocallah@providence.edu)  
or James (jdewevro@providence.edu). 
Pick up an application today 
in the Office of Admissions, Harkins Hall 222.
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 Armchair activist’ calls for poetic revolution
By Alison Espach ’07
News Staff
Camille Dungy wants to change the 
world, and she is determined to do it from 
the seat of her chair. This award-win­
ning poet said she wants her poetry to 
“start a revolution” and 
CAMPUS    give depth to the stories ofto the stories of
EVENT     black women in history.
“My mother has al­
ways told me that women of color spend 
too much time apologizing for the things 
they cannot change,” said Dungy, cur­
rent associate professor at Randolph- 
Macon Women’s College. “They should 
use the energy they spend apologizing 
to better the things they can change.”
This was the anecdote Dungy used to 
kick-start her lecture last Thursday, co­
sponsored by the Department of English 
and the Women’s Studies Program. The 
lecture followed her poetry reading of the 
night before, when she read from her re­
cently published book, What to eat, What 
to drink, and What to leave for poison.
Dr. Jane Lunin-Perel, professor of 
English and director of the Women’s 
Studies Program, said she felt the ma­
jority of the lecture attendants would be 
Women’s Studies students and therefore 
asked that Dungy emphasize women’s 
issues in her talk, rather than poetry.
Dungy, however, was unable to dif­
ferentiate the two. Staying true to the 
words of her mother, Dungy lightheart- 
edly said she would not apologize for her 
poetically infused lecture, as she consid­
ered poetry is one way in which women 
can move in and manipulate the world.
“Poetry asks the question why,” said 
Dungy. “America does not ask ‘why’ 
anymore.” She noted that in countries 
where life is constantly threatened, “po­
etry means revolution.” Dungy cited Is­
rael as a prime example, explaining how 
inhabitants of these war-tom countries 
“need poetry to make sense of their lives 
in a way Americans do not.”
According to Dungy, that is because 
America has become a “complacent and 
diffused country” and does not glorify 
their poets enough. “Poets are revolu­
tionaries in some places,” said Dungy. 
“They can be jailed for writing about 
controversial ideas and, when they die, 
some even get national days of mourn­
ing. You don’t see that happening in 
America.”
Dungy’s concerns for a poetically 
bored America were not shameless pleas 
to increase book sales; rather, they were 
geared to raise student’s awareness of 
their freedoms. “I think we are in some 
really dangerous times right now, con­
cerning the rights of women and their 
own control over their bodies,” Dungy 
said.
“I am not speaking of abortion,” said 
Dungy. She spoke of an incident in Vir­
ginia where small bills were being passed 
to strip away women’s health care, such 
as access to medicines, insurance, doc­
tors, and clinics. She did not provide any 
more specifics on the issue, but added 
that “slowly these things add up, so even­
tually Roe V. Wade won’t matter any­
more.”
Poets are revolutionaries in 
some places. They can be 
jailed for writing about 
controversial ideas and, when 
they die, some even get national 
days of mourning. You don’t 
see that happening in America.
Camille Dungy
“Everybody is so worried about the 
big slogan, yet nobody is focusing on the 
smaller issues that keep it in place,” said
Dungy.
Camille applauded the curiosity of PC 
students at the lecture. “The whole ex­
perience has been really amazing,” she 
said. “Everyone has been so warm and 
welcoming.”
“Camille told me this was the largest 
collegiate audience she has ever read 
for,” said Dr. Bruce Graver, professor of 
English and chair of the department.
In the end, it was Dungy’s talent that 
attracted the large crowd. “Her poetry 
is fascinating,” said Anja Pierre-Mike 
’08. “It is really different than any other 
kind of poetry we read in classes.”
Perhaps this is because Dungy breaks 
the mold with her “non-universal” po­
etry. “Non-universal,” she explained, “is 
anything different than what white males 
have tended to write about.”
You won’t hear Dungy singing her 
own praises though, as she humbly noted, 
“I am not unique in this process.” Dungy, 
who mainly writes tales of black women, 
said “There are many great women who 
are doing what I am doing.”
She proudly called herself, “an arm 
chair activist,” saying, “If someone sits 
in a chair and reads a poem.that makes 
them see the world in a different light, I 
am not sorry. I think that is a wonderful 
thing.”
Lent: Students share ways to observe season
continued from front page
and be more tolerant in my suite.”
Vasconcelos plans on doing some­
thing beneficial to the community in ad­
dition to giving something up during 
Lent. “I’m hoping to try and go to a soup 
kitchen,” he said. “1 also hope to grow 
in devotion and say extra prayers. Lent 
is something that all Catholics go through 
and it’s something that’s supposed to 
change us and make us better people, so 
that’s what 1 want to get out of the Lenten 
season.”
The Center for Catholic and Domini­
can Studies planned activities to get 
people into the Lenten mindset early 
when they hosted the first of three lec­
tures about different aspects of Lent. The 
first, concerning fasting, was given on 
Wednesday, Feb. 22, in the Campus Min­
istry Center by Dr. Despina Prassas, as­
sistant professor of theology. The lecture 
discussed fasting in the Jewish, Catholic 
and Orthodox traditions, as well as the 
current relevance of fasting.
The Office for Mission and Ministry 
and the Center for Catholic and Domini­
can Studies will host two more lectures 
throughout the Lenten season. On 
Wednesday, March 22, Rev. Joseph 
Guido, O.P., vice president of mission 
and ministry, will give a talk on prayer 
On Wednesday, March 29, Dr. Raymond 
Sickinger, professor of history and pro­
gram director of the Feinstein Institute 
for Public and Community service, will 
give a talk on almsgiving.
Dr. Despina Prassas, assistant professor of theology, delivered a talk on 
fasting on Feb. 22. Many students adopt some sort of fasting during Lent, 
such as giving up meat or candy.
According to Vasconcelos, the vice 
president for Spiritual Life, Campus 
Ministry is also planning several activi­
ties for the Lenten season. In addition to 
regular Mass and confession sched­
ules, Campus Ministry is also consider­
ing having a Day of Penance.
“It would be a day when priests would 
be available from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 
p.m.,” Vasconcelos said. “And in the 
evening, there would be a reflection on 
reconciliation and multiple priests to hear 
confessions.”
Another event Campus Ministry is 
planning is Stations of the Cross, which 
could be held either inside or outside, 
depending on the weather. These would 
be held on regularly scheduled days, 
possibly on Fridays, throughout the 
Lenten Season.
There are also plans for people to 
come together and pray the rosary. “We’d 
like to plan something where we can 
meditate on the Sorrowful Mysteries,” 
said Vasconcelos. “We had something 
similar during Advent, where everyone 
is invited to come to a multi-lingual ro­
sary service in the Mary alcove of St. 
Dominic Chapel.”
Campus Ministry is also planning a 
Tenebrae Service, which is a meditation 
on Christ’s Passion through the eyes of 
the apostles. The service, which is a ser­
vice of darkness, would take place dur­
ing Holy Week. “It’s a nice atmosphere 
to meditate and to come together and 
pray,” said Vasconcelos. Also, on Palm 
Sunday, the Gospel reading will be re­
placed by the Passion Play, performed 
by members of the Liturgical Choir.
In addition to planning spiritual 
events for the Lenten Season, Campus 
Ministry is also planning charitable 
events and drives. “A number of groups 
in the Pastoral Service Organization are 
looking into different drives to increase 
almsgiving, which is an important aspect 
of Lent,” said Vasconcelos. “Right now, 
there is a possible book drive and a 
fundraiser for a food bank, where there 
would be a collection box in the chapel 
for the fundraiser.”
To keep people informed of events 
planned for the Lenten season, Campus 
Ministry is hoping to have something to 
hand out to people at Masses that would 
list anything planned, and events will be 
posted in the bulletin.
Library hours for 
Spring Break:
Friday, March 3 
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sunday, March 5
CLOSED
Saturday, March 11 
CLOSED
Saturday, March 4 
CLOSED
Monday, March 6 - Friday, 
March 10
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Sunday, March 12 
12:00 noon - 1:00 a.m.
Security Awareness
Fair 2006
Date: March 14th, 2006 
Place: Lower Slavin and ‘64 Hall
Time: 10:00am-2:00pm
' Fatal Vision Glasses '
I_________________________ I
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Speaker: Seinfeld star to receive honorary degree
continued from front page 
pearances aside from Seinfeld 
have included roles on The 
Young and the Restless; Murder, 
She Wrote; Frasier; The Drew 
Carey Show; Living Single; and 
Melrose Place.
On stage, including Broad­
way, he has performed in Same 
Time Next Year, The Pirates of 
Penzance, Gentlemen Prefer 
Blondes, and Brigadoon. He 
also has acted in a number of 
films and television movies and 
has hosted the National Dog 
Show presented by Purina.
Additionally, O’Hurley re­
corded a classical CD that de­
buted in the top 20 on the Bill­
board Classical charts.
Recently, O’Hurley gained 
attention as the first-season win­
ner of ABC’s hit show, Danc­
ing with the Stars, alongside his 
professional dance partner, 
Charlotte Jorgensen.
Currently, he is starring in the 
role of Billy Flynn for a three- 
month run of Chicago on 
Broadway.
O’Hurley is also a success­
ful business entrepreneur. Pro­
filed in a recent issue of Busi­
ness Week, O’Hurley said, “I 
consider myself a corporation 
with several divisions.” This in­
cludes portraying J. Peterman as 
a pitchman for various products 
and corporations; serving as 
part-owner for the real J. Peter­
man Company; being the prin­
cipal partner for two venture 
capital companies; and success­
fully repositioning struggling ra­
dio stations into profitable en­
terprises in the emerging Dixie 
Hispanic market in the South.
O’Hurley has stayed in­
volved with his alma mater 
throughout the years, visiting 
campus on occasion for a vari­
ety of events. In May 1998, he 
was the featured performer at 
Providence College’s 15th An­
nual Commencement Pops Con­
cert with the Rhode Island Phil­
harmonic Orchestra.
An avid golfer, O’Hurley has 
used his favorite pastime to win 
and raise hundreds of thousands 
of dollars for the charity “Golf­
ers Against Cancer.” When it 
comes to sports, he is also a 
Boston Red Sox fan.
O’Hurley was the recipient 
of the Providence College The­
ater Award in his senior year at 
PC. Reflecting on his under­
graduate experience as a theater 
major, he has noted, “What was 
the most valuable at PC was the 
fact that I got to do major roles 
in about 13shows. That’s un­
usual in the university setting 
where graduate students usually 
get the good roles, leaving only 
the small parts for 
undergraduates. PC gave me all 
the tools I needed to pursue act­
ing.”
Regarding his experience at 
Providence College in general, 
O’Hurley has also said, “I miss 
the genuine kindness, caring 
support, and guidance 1 experi­
enced in the PC community. 
Since graduation over 20 years 
ago, I appreciate the Dominican 
presence more now.”
Four other distinguished re­
cipients of honorary degrees 
will join O’Hurley at com­
mencement: Dr. Edward Fore­
man, Rev. Robert J. Randall, 
O.P., the Honorable Donald F. 
Shea ’50, and Dr. Carolyn Woo.
“The members of the Hon­
orary Degree Committee are 
thrilled that each ofthe five can­
didates we invited to receive an 
honorary degree has accepted,” 
said Vieira. “These individuals, 
who are widely known and re­
spected in their areas of exper­
tise, deserve to be publicly rec­
ognized for their many personal 
and professional achieve­
ments.”
Foreman is the former head 
of the pediatric hematology and 
oncology division at Rhode Is­
land Hospital’s Hasbro 
Children’s Hospital and was in-
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Above: O’Hurley dances his way to a ballroom champion­
ship on ABC’s Dancing With the Stars.
Below: O’Hurley in PC’s 1973 production of Death of a 
Salesman.
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strumental in developing the 
hospital’s capabilities in pediat­
ric cancer care.
Many students in the gradu­
ating class have spent time with 
Father Randall, the priest, edu­
cator, and author who served as 
a member of the Providence 
College faculty for more than 25 
years and established the 
College’s first endowed chair, 
the Randall Distinguished Pro­
fessorship in Christian Culture.
Shea is a highly-respected 
justice of the Rhode Island Su­
preme Court (retired) who has 
a distinguished record of pub­
lic service as a state legislator 
and executive assistant to 
former Rhode Island Governor 
Frank Licht.
Woo, a widely-published 
scholar, is the Martin J. Gillen 
Dean of the Mendoza College 
of Business at the University of 
Notre Dame. She is also the Ray 
and Milann Siegfried Chair in 
Entrepreneurial Studies at the 
school.
“We are particularly pleased 
that two of the honorees are 
Providence College alumni who 
have led inspiring lives that re­
flect so well on their alma 
materf Vieira said.
Members of this year’s Hon­
orary Degree Committee in­
cluded Vieira; the Honorable 
Frank Caprio ’58 of Caprio & 
Caprio; Dr. Mario DiNunzio 
’57, professor of history; Rob­
ert Driscoll, assistant vice presi­
dent of athletics; Robert Ferreira 
’ 83, acting vice president of in­
stitutional advancement; Brad 
Freeman ’ 06, senior class presi­
dent; Dr. Michele Holt, assistant 
professor of music; Rev. Tho­
mas McGonigle O.P., associate 
professor of history; Ann 
Manchester-Molak ’75, assis­
tant vice president of college 
relations and planning; Frank 
Sullivan ’65, Vice President of 
Cameron Residential Mortgage 
Company; and Matthew Weber 
’06, president of Student Con­
gress.
Freeman said he has heard 
that O’Hurley is ecstatic to be 
speaking at the commencement 
ceremonies and plans to fly his 
family to Providence to attend 
the ceremony with him.
“Many times when speakers 
come to colleges and universi­
ties, they have prepared 
speeches that they use at every 
school they go to,” Freeman 
said. “1 really think that won’t 
be the case here. He really cares 
about Providence College and 1 
think he’ll really speak to PC 
students. He’s been in our 
shoes.”
Information for this article was 
provided by the office of Col­
lege Relations and Planning.
Spring Break: To Texas and beyond
continued from front page
volunteers from throughout the United™ 
States, and on Friday, they will have a 
chance to tour the Dominican Republic 
and go to the beach.
Dykas said she was excited to “have 
the opportunity to help out the world” 
while doing something she loves and 
hopes to do after she graduates.
Other PC students are also offering 
their Spring Breaks to community ser­
vice by building houses for Habitat for 
Humanity. In addition to the eight trips 
sponsored by Campus Ministry to vari­
ous Habitat sites, Courtney Barsanti ’07 
said a separate group formed after the 
Campus Ministry trips filled up. Barsanti 
said the group of 22 students, who will 
be working in Amarillo, Texas, 
fundraised for the trip by writing letters 
and asking local businesses and PC al­
ums for donations.
“I’ve never done anything like this,” 
she said. “I’ve been to Miami and 
Acapulco, and I’m kind of sick of the 
whole techno music and tequila shots at 
noon thing. I’m really excited, and hope­
fully I will learn to build something!”
ATTENTION SENIORS: The cost of Ljour cap, gown, hood and traditional tassel is included in the College s graduation lee. This 
academic attire must be ordered (at no additional cost to you) no later than Friday, March 3—. For academic attire ordering 
please go directly to: http://www.herfljones.com/college/graduation.
Off campus students
REMINDER before you leave for Spring Recess:
PREPARE - Be Safe - BE SMART.........
~ Be sure to lock all entrance doors and secure all windows 
~ Prevent Pipe Freeze - Keep Thermostat at low but NOT on, 
Make sure there is enough fuel oil to last the entire vacation!
~ Use a timer to turn some lights on/oii while away
~ Know when your roomates are coming and going. Make 
sure you have all oi their phone numbers
~ Make arrangements lor mail, newspaper delivery, and 
rubbish to be picked up
~ Consider storing or taking home your valuable items
Our office has limited amount of space to 
help store some of your valuables. 
Off Campus Living Office Slavin 206 x242O
Project MAPLE 
(Making Adjustments for Positive Life Enhancement)
Females between 18 and 24
you may be eligible to participate in a Research Study 
Project MAPLE is a study about the health behaviors of 
young adults. The purpose of this project is to learn more 
about how young adults understand behaviors that could 
put their health at risk.
_ ^.Eligible participants receive: jt. ,
Participation is completely confidential.
• Compensation for interviews
• Free STD testing
If you are interested in learning more about this study, please contact:
Project MAPLE
444-0906
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Neo-Nazis march in Orlando
By Sarah Vernon ’07
World Staff
A neo-Nazi rally in Orlando’s pre­
dominantly black Parramore district was 
met by over 500 counter protesters and 
300 police officers last Saturday. The 
rally, which ended early, 
NEWS resulted in 17 arrests.
ANALYSIS The march was held 
by 22 members of the 
Minneapolis-based National Social 
Movement (NSM), wearing khaki uni­
forms and armbands with swastikas. 
Despite the large group of counter-pro­
testers, separated from the marchers by 
SWAT police, the one mile march con­
tinued as planned through the Parramore 
district and ended in front of the federal 
courthouse.
The chants of the marchers could not 
be heard over the noise of the crowd of 
counter-protesters on the other side of 
the barricade of police separating the two 
groups. Both groups hurled insults at 
each other.
Beyond several fistfights, no more 
violence broke out. None of those ar­
rested were members of the neo-Nazi 
group. Out of the 17 arrested, 14 were 
part of out-of-town groups such as the 
Skinheads Against Racial Prejudices and 
the Southestem Anarchist Network. The 
charges included wearing a mask on a 
public way, disorderly conduct, and one 
charge of battery of a law-enforcement 
officer.
The neo-Nazis carried signs saying 
“White People Unite,” and “White 
Pride.” Plastered on other signs were 
statistics claiming that crime is predomi­
nantly committed by African Americans. 
Stopping at city hall, they made neo-Nazi 
salutes.
Counter demonstrators carried signs 
reading “Stop the hate. Stop the vio­
lence” and “Love everyone.” A prayer 
service, organized by State Senator Gary 
Siplin (D) was held downtown prior to 
the march. It included about 40 cleigy- 
men and residents,-who lowered their 
heads and held hands as they joined the 
spectators before the throng of police­
men.
A memorial service in Eatonville 
was planned for Coretta Scott King, wife 
of the civil rights leader Rev. Martin 
Luther King, Jr., and drew over 125
Brown takes a stand against Sudan
By Matthew Sullivan ’06 
World Staff
About 50 students gathered outside 
Faunce House at Brown University on 
Saturday urging the Brown Corporation 
to divest from companies that benefit the 
government of Sudan.
NEWS Frigid conditions did not 
ANALYSIS keep the students away, 
who began congregating 
at about 11:30 a.m.
Scott Warren ’09 head of the Brown 
chapter of Students Acting Now: Darfur 
(STAND) addressed the crowd saying 
that they were “Here to stop genocide.” 
Patrick Schmitt, a senior at Georgetown 
University and executive director of 
STAND, claimed the actions taken by 
Brown would reverberate throughout the 
world; “People throughout the world 
stand with Brown,” stated Schmitt.
At about noon the chancellor of the 
University, Stephen Roberts approached 
the students and told them, “I am happy 
to announce that the corporation has 
voted to divest from companies that do 
business in Sudan.” Cheers erupted from 
the students after Roberts announced the 
decision, which he said was unanimous.
Orlando Sentinel
Neo-Nazi protestors were guarded by police from some 500 
counter-protesters and spectators during their march in Orlando.
people.
Police and civic leaders expressed 
relief that the rally ended peacefully, with 
the group leaving town 90 minutes early. 
In October, a similar NSM rally held in 
Toledo, Ohio ended in a riot. The march 
was cancelled after 600 counter-protest­
ers showed up. The event resulted in a 
hundred arrests after businesses were set 
on fire and bricks were hurled at police 
officers.
Speaking about the outcome of the 
march in Orlando, Police Chief Mike 
McCoy said, “I have never seen Orlando 
come together like they did for this.”
The police presence alone cost in the 
tens of thousands said McCoy. The 300 
police officers came from several agen­
cies, and included officers on horseback 
and a SWAT team.
The day before the rally, residents in 
the Parramore district were notified of the 
neo-Nazi group’s plans to march. Both 
local church groups and Orlando police 
advised residents to stay inside. The po­
lice feared that the march would incite 
violence on the part of spectators, as it 
did in Toledo.
“Don’t be there to hear the message. 
If nobody’s there to hear the message, then 
there is no message,” Sgt. Barbara Jones 
of the Orlando Police Department said.
While the police warned citizens to 
ignore the rally, Senator Siplin went door- 
to-door handing out flyers for his counter­
The decision came after Brown Presi­
dent Ruth Simmons asked members of 
the Corporation and STAND to compose 
a list of companies that do business in 
Sudan last summer. In a press release 
Simmons stated, “This is a critically im­
portant and strong statement by the Uni­
versity community regarding our abhor­
rence of the genocidal actions being sup­
ported and undertaken by the Sudanese 
government.”
Harvard, Stanford, Dartmouth, 
Amherst, and Yale have also voted to di­
vest from companies that benefit Sudan. 
The states of New Jersey, Illinois, and 
Oregon and dozens of other states are 
considering doing the same.
These actions have been sparked by 
the Sudanese government’s treatment of 
the people of Sudan. Over the past three 
years the Sudanese government has car­
ried out genocide against people living 
in a western region of Sudan known as 
Darfur. Estimates put the death toll as high 
as 400,000 with millions more having 
been forced to flee the country. Warren 
claimed that during the time the rally was 
held another 10 people would die in 
Sudan.
Students at Providence College 
protest and prayer service. “I have to 
be out here to make sure my people can 
be non-violent and adhere to Dr. King’s 
principles and philosophies,” Siplin 
said.
Buddy Dyer, the mayor of Orlando, 
advised to stay away. “Our first thought 
is public safety. 1 would suggest to 
people stay away from it. They have a 
first amendment right to assemble so 
there is nothing we can do about that,” 
he said.
The right to march is protected un­
der the free speech provision of the First 
Amendment. Siplin had attempted, but 
failed to prove that the NSM protest 
exceeded the limits of the right to free 
speech because it was a deliberate at­
tempt to incite violence.
Many residents expressed their dis­
gust at the march, even while they ac­
knowledged the right for it to occur. 
Grandparents could be seen standing on 
front porches holding the hands of their 
grandchildren. Some said that they 
wanted to let the next generation see that 
hatred and prejudice still exists. Art 
Litka and his family pinned yellow stars 
of David to their shirts in what they 
called a silent protest against the neo- 
Nazi group; Litka cited both anger and 
disgust that events like these are allowed 
to happen.
Sources: The New York Times, Orlando 
Sentinel, Herald Tribune 
seemed supportive of the decision 
though many were unaware of what was 
occurring in Darfur. Erik Andersen ’06, 
who knew of the situation in the Sudan, 
compared the actions of the Brown stu­
dents to those of students who had pres­
sured their schools to divest from South 
African countries during apartheid. “It’s 
great to see a university as respected as 
Brown show how people can do some­
thing about a situation in Africa which 
is terrible,” Andersen said.
However, others did not know what 
was happening in Darfur. “I’ve never 
heard anything about it,” said Nate 
Leavigne ’09. Some thought that stu­
dents at Providence College are too iso­
lated from the world around them.
When asked if there was more Provi­
dence students could do about the crisis 
Marissa Galvani ’07 said, “Definitely. I 
include myself. Here we live in a kind 
of bubble.” Galvani stated that more 
people would become involved with the 
issue if more attention was brought to 
it. “I think people will get involved with 
anything that has a good force,” Galvani 
explained.
Sources: The New York Times, BBC, 
STAND
What software do you 
use to download music 
and why?
“iTunes because I got a 
giftcard for Christmas.”
Liz Serio ’07
“MyTunes Redux. It’s really 
easy, free, and the song 
selection is large.”
Lauren Bergeron ’08
“iTunes because I got too 
many viruses using anything 
else. So now, I pay for my 
music.”
Dan Robb ’06
“MyTunes Redux because it’s 
free.”
Matt Francke ’08
Compiled by Julianne Spohrer ’07 
and Allison Herrmann ’07
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International:
Confronting civil war in Iraq
Another hindrance to withdrawing 
American troops from Iraq in the up­
coming months has come with the re­
cent Shia-targeted Baghdad blasts, 
which follow last week’s attack on the 
Shia al-Askari Shrine.
The attacks occured Tuesday, Feb. 
27, when a car bomb exploded in a pre­
dominately Shia area near a fairly 
crowded market and the Timimi 
mosque.
Two simultaneous explosions 
occured only minutes later near the main 
post office and a line of people waiting 
for petrol.
BBC’s Jim Muir said “The latest at­
tacks were an apparently coordinated 
onslaught aimed at killing and injuring 
as many people as possible. They come 
amid growing fears of a slide toward sec­
tarian strife that has gathered momen­
tum sharply since last week’s attack on 
the Shia shrine in Samarra.”
Presently, Iraq is flirting with civil 
war as the Sunni-led insurgents want to 
turn on the Shias, their religious rivals.
Although civil unrest is the cause of 
roughly 600 to 1,000 Iraqi civilian 
deaths throughout the past couple of 
months, civil war is not officially de­
clared. Its looming threat, however, is 
the predominant reason for U.S. troops 
to remain.
Pop Apple says thanks a billion to iTunes customers
Culture   the entire sone and their download
News
By Kanhar Munshi ’08
World Staff
When Alex Ostrovsky, a resident of 
West Bloomfield, Mich., downloaded 
Coldplays’ “Speed of Sound” at Apple’s 
iTunes Music Store on Thursday, Feb. 
23, he did not know that he had just sur­
passed a unique sales benchmark, a first 
of its kind for any price-based online 
digital music company.
Apple, which had earlier offered a 
reward to the user who downloads their 
one billionth song, kept its promise by 
showering Ostrovsky was showered with 
10 iPods, a $10,000 gift card for more 
downloads, and a 20-inch iMac com­
puter. Additionally, Apple plans to es­
tablish a scholarship fund at New York’s 
Juilliard School of Music.
And all because Ostrovsky clicked on 
the Buy button in the iTunes software
Weekly___
Spotlight
By Laura Bedrossian ’07 
World Staff
Ever thought that anti-Semitism was 
an event pretty far back in our history 
books? That is what many in France 
may have thought, until the body of a 
young Frenchman became evidence of 
the most recent display of hatred.
Twenty-three-year-old cell phone 
salesman, Ilan Halimi, was kidnapped 
on Jan. 21 by a gang in the south Paris 
suburb of Bagneux. Halimi was found 
naked, handcuffed, and covered with 
bums and other abrasions by railroad 
tracks just south of France’s capital. On 
the way to the hospital after being tor­
tured for three weeks, Halimi died of his 
wounds.
Halimi’s alleged kidnappers are 
thought to be part of an extortion gang 
and have been quoted as saying that they 
targeted their victim because he was a 
Jew and presumably rich. After being 
lured into a trap by a young woman, the 
gang proceeded to torture Halimi for that 
three-week period while sending ransom 
demands to Halimi’s family.
Compiled by Erin Egan ’07
The complete fusion of politics and 
religion in the Middle East exacerbates 
political instability and sectarian dispute. 
If escalating violence continues, Ameri­
cans may not witness the withdrawal of 
troops for quite some time. 
National:
Port deal approval totters
With much criticism from U.S. law­
makers, a $6.8 billion deal with the Dubai 
Ports of the United Arab Emirates that 
would allow for take over of several ports. 
New York, New Jersey, Baltimore, New 
Orleans, Miami, and Philadelphia Brit­
ish based ports are included in the deal 
that has been been approved by the Bush 
administration. The approval is contin­
gent, however, on the deal passing an al­
lotted 45-day investigation.
Although the initial approval of the 
deal may have been read out of context, 
lawmakers and citizens believe the ad­
ministration’s approval was too quick. 
The Department of Homeland Security, 
however, declared that security measures 
they had asked for were all received be­
fore the deal had taken place. The sensi­
tivity to future terrorist attacks in today’s 
society makes a deal of such nature sub­
ject to much scrutiny by the American 
public.
South Dakota rules on abortion
In the most conservative decision on 
abortion in recent years, South Dakota 
Supreme Court ruled abortion illegal in 
package at just the right moment.
Apple now holds 83 percent of the 
market for sales of online music, which 
rose by 190 percent to $1.1 billion. This 
still represents only 6 percent of all mu­
sic sold worldwide, which indicates that 
Apple—whose sales have soared since 
the introduction of the iPod—has just 
begun realizing the vast untapped poten­
tial of the undeveloped digital music 
market.
The iTunes music store contains 60 
T.V. shows, 35,000 podcasts, 2,000,000 
songs, 16,000 audiobooks, and 3,500 
music videos and short films.
When asked about their music down­
load software, many PC students admit­
ted to using iTunes, but also mentioned 
other services—some of which do not 
cost money.
Under the iTunes service contract, a 
user pays 99 cents per song downloaded, 
whereas other services such as Bearshare, 
Limewire, Gnutella, and Ares offer free 
music downloads in exchange for the dis-
French torture and death spark protests
French Minister of the Interior, 
Nicolaus Sarkozy, pinned anti- 
Semitism as the main motivation in 
the recent death of a Frenchman.
This is not the first time the gang has 
attempted this type of crime, said local 
police; the trap had been tried on sev­
eral other men, but Halimi was simply 
one of the first to fall victim. It was not 
until one of the young women, used by 
the kidnappers as a type of “bait” for such 
men, tipped off law enforcers that sus­
pects were found and arrests made.
Nicolaus Sarkozy, France’s Minister 
of the Interior, said that he thought that
all cases except when the life of the 
mother was at stake. President George 
W. Bush took a different position from 
the conservative ruling, stating that his 
position allows for three exceptions: 
rape, incest, and jeopardy of the mother’s 
life. Many conservatives said they hope 
this new ruling will help the two justices 
newly appointed by Bush to the Supreme 
Court overturn Roe vs. Wade.
Local:
Job finder under fire
Anew Providence-based, government 
funded, job match service called First 
Source is finally up and running. The 
site meant to match the unemployed with 
hiring companies has found its first law­
suit as well.
Those driving the lawsuit claim First 
Source is inadequate and lacks in the 
opportunities it allegedly provides. One 
such claim is that the Web site, 
Providenceconnects.org, connects back 
to the Web site NetWORKi.com, another 
organization that provides job training.
In 1986, after the First Source Ordi­
nance was adopted, implementation of 
the plan did not follow and the funds al­
located were not received.
A spokesperson for the project stated, 
“It’s kind of funny. For 23 years, the city 
didn’t implement it at all and now we 
actually implement it and we get sued. 
It’s ironic.”
Sources: BBC, Providence Journal
Apple
The new 20-inch iMac G5 is one of 
the prizes Ostrovsky will recieve.
Tom Kennedy ’08 said he has used 
many file-sharing applications in the 
past, including Napster and Imesh, but 
he now primarily uses Limewire to 
download music.
“iTunes is good sometimes; their 
quality is exceptional, they always have
Halimi’s murder was driven by greed. 
“But they believed, and I quote ‘That 
Jews have money,”’ said Sarkozy. 
“That’s called anti-Semitism.”
He added, “To know whether they 
[Halimi’s kidnappers] acted with anti- 
Semitism or partly with anti-Semitism is 
not important. Because anti-Semitism 
there was.”
Youssef F ofana, the leader of the gang 
responsible for the death, was captured 
in West Africa. Fofana, who calls him­
self “Brian the Barbarian,” denied accu­
sations that anti-Semitism was motiva­
tion for the act.
Despite Fonfana’s denial, France— 
which has the largest Jewish population 
in Europe—united behind both political 
and religious leadership to condemn the 
acts as anti-Semetic.
Last Sunday, tens of thousands of 
French marched to not only protest 
Halimi’s death, but to contest racism and 
anti-Semitism. Among those present at 
the march were members of the govern­
ment and opposition, Jewish and anti­
racism campaigners, Jewish leaders, and 
other heads of religious communities.
In response to the event, Roger 
Cukierman, the head of the Representa­
March 2, 2006
Take a left at Psycho Path
The weirdest street name in the na­
tion is Psycho Path, as determined by a 
recent poll last month. Mitsubishi Mo­
tors sponsored the poll to find out the 
wildest, weirdest, and wackiest street 
names. They sponsored the voting on 
their Web site for a week in February, 
and received more than 2,500 responses. 
The winners were published on Friday.
Psycho Path is located in Traverse 
City, Mich. The list also included Di­
vorce Court in Heather Hills, Pa., 
Farfrompoopen Road in Tennessee, and 
Bucket of Blood Street in Arizona.
Web site Publisher Paul Eisenstein 
was impressed with the amount of re­
sponses they received from readers; “Our 
panel had a difficult time narrowing sev­
eral hundred down to the 10 our readers 
voted on.” Eisenstein also commented on 
the poll saying, “We learned a lot about 
the byways of this country, not to men­
tion the collective sense of humor of the 
city planners everywhere.”
the entire song and their download 
speeds are very fast. Limewire takes 
about five minutes to download over the 
college network and you are liable to get 
viruses and adware, but it’s free and I 
use it more often,” Kennedy said.
Matthew Cioppa ’08 says that al­
though he has never used iTunes, he uses 
a Russian Mp3 Web site extensively, 
www.mp3search.ru, where it costs only 
10 cents a song compared to Apple’s 99 
cents price tag. Cioppa explained the 
perks of this site saying, “A big plus 
mp3search has is that you can download 
full albums, and you don’t need any file 
transfer software which often comes with 
many viruses and spy ware.”
An iPod costs upwards from $299, but 
the iPod Nano and iPod Shuffle are more 
reasonably priced at $150 and $70 re­
spectively. And the fashion conscious 
need not worry—a line of accessories is 
also available.
Sources: Google News, Apple.com
tive Council of Jewish Institutions in 
France said, “It’s important for French 
society to realize that little anti-Semitic 
and racist prejudices can have terrible 
consequences.”
Similarly, French Foreign Minister 
Phillipe Douste-Blazy stated, “Today, we 
must march, we must stand up, to say that 
in France each of us has the right to live 
in dignity whatever his God, his religion, 
the color of his skin.”
“When asked about the story, ALex 
Hoyt ’06 said, “It reminds me of [James 
Byrd, Jr.] who was dragged and killed 
behind the pickup truck in Texas.” 
“Clearly, anti-Semitism in Europe hasn’t 
improved as much as we have thought 
since 1939 when Hitler began his mass 
campaign against the Jews,” Hoyt re­
marked.
Hoyt added, “I am really surprised 
that this story has not received more cov­
erage in the American media because I 
have only heard about it in passing.” 
Others stated that they had not even heard 
of Halimi’s death or the march protest­
ing anti-Semitism and racism.
Sources: AP, International Herald Tri­
bune, The Courier-Mail, BBC
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Port deal—security risk or political football?
The presence of a 
UAE-based company 
in American ports is 
the latest example of 
politicians missing 
the big picture
by Kyle Drennen ’07
Commentary Staff
Last week, the nation, or at least the 
media, seemed obsessed with the Dick 
Cheney hunting accident. This week’s 
issue is whether or not an Arab company 
should be allowed to op­
erate several
American ports after hav­
ing bought out the British 
company that already operates them.
While this issue does have some le­
NATION
gitimate security concerns to be dis­
cussed and debated, it seems to reflect 
the same political demagoguery of the 
Cheney story. Many politicians seem to 
be playing on public fears simply to win 
popular support, rather than genuinely 
caring about the issue.
When this story first broke, there were 
headlines such as, ‘Arab company to take 
over U.S. Ports,’ or some facsimile. 
While such news grabs a reader’s atten­
tion, this is hardly an accurate depiction 
of what is really going on. This state- 
owned company of the United Arab 
Emirates will own the shipping busi­
nesses in several U.S. ports, but it will 
not own the ports.
Additionally, American long­
shoremen will still be working the docks, 
shipments to and from the United States 
will still undergo security screenings, and 
the U.S. Coast Guard will still be on pa­
trol. In addition, this Arab company sim­
ply bought out the British company al­
ready operating the ports. Only the own­
ership has changed, not the actual op­
eration, or the actual people doing the 
work.
This raises another question: why do 
we suddenly care about foreign compa­
nies operating U.S. ports when nations 
such as Britain, China, Singapore, and 
Taiwan have been operating such ports 
for years? In fact, about 80 percent of 
U.S. port operations are handled by for­
eign-based companies. If some critics 
want to ban foreign companies from con­
trolling ports altogether, then I respect 
their argument. However, for the rest 
who simply say that since this company 
happens to be from an Arab nation it 
should not be allowed to conduct such 
business in the United States—what is 
their logic?
Yes, two of the September 11 hijack­
ers were from the U.A.E., but the rest 
were from Saudi Arabia, and we do not 
seem to have stopped buying Saudi oil. 
Yes, the U.A.E. is an Islamic state that 
has views toward Israel with which we 
do not agree, but China has views toward 
nations like Taiwan that we also disagree 
with. The U.A.E. has proven to be an 
invaluable ally in the war on terrorism, 
providing our nation with vital intelli­
gence that has probably saved many 
lives. Therefore, would it be wise to turn 
our back on them over a simple business 
transaction, a private transaction between 
foreign companies that we never had any 
control over?
This raises yet another point, with the 
nature of economic globalization, com­
panies are becoming increasingly multi­
national . As a result, just because a com­
pany is based in a particular nation, does 
that mean that all of the values of that 
particular nation are exported to its head- 
Just because a company is based 
in a particular nation, does that 
mean that all of the values of 
that particular nation are 
exported to its headquarters 
around the world?
quarters around the world?
Case in point—American companies 
like Microsoft are cooperating with 
China to censor the Internet in that na­
tion, despite the fact that this is a clear 
violation of the First Amendment. This 
internationalism increasingly blurs the 
lines between nations, making it harder 
to pigeonhole companies based upon the 
nation where their headquarters are lo­
cated.
For all of these reasons, it would be 
wrong to block the passage of the port 
deal without any direct or conclusive evi­
dence of affiliation with terrorists by this 
company. However, that does not mean 
that the proposed 45-day Congressional 
investigation should not go forward. In 
fact, the Dubai Port Company itself of­
fered a delay in negotiations in order to 
allow for such an investigation.
Americans concern about any foreign 
company being involved in the operation 
of sensitive entry ports in the country is 
perfectly normal and responsible. When 
politicians use this responsible concern 
to aggrandize themselves and attack their 
critics, the details of the issue become 
clouded in inaccuracy. As a result, such 
issues are either never resolved, or are 
so poorly addressed that far more 
troublesome issues arise later.
The best way to address such a com­
plex and technical issue is for members 
of Congress to sit down, look at the evi­
dence, and come to an informed deci­
sion. Instead, what has been seen over 
the past week has been a free for all of 
stirred passions and few facts. It is an 
election year and both Democrats and 
Republicans are trying to make sure that 
they stand up for what is popular, whether 
or not it is the right decision. Oddly 
enough, this collective commitment to 
their political careers has actually led to 
widespread agreement among many on 
both sides of the aisle, leaving only a 
minority who are truly defending the 
deal, including President George W. 
Bush.
In the end, this minority is trying to 
have an intelligent discussion about the 
issue, which will be good for the coun­
try and hopefully will come out in the 
upcoming investigation. However, the 
political grand standing that has been 
seen so far has been harmful and unpro­
ductive to the debate.
Sources: cnn.com, bbc.com
The Rhode 
by Chris Ackley ’06 
Commentary Editor
Although the passing of our freak of 
a month February pains me, March 
means goodbye hot-stove and hello 
Grapefruit League action. I can’t wait 
to watch the Red Sox take on the Wash­
ington Senators in split-squad action— 
the excitement is so palpable you could 
bump it through a $2 bill.
I planned on writing about my be­
loved Boston Red Sox and the hard- 
nosed style of play that had made heroes 
out of David “Big Papi” Ortiz, Trot “Dirt 
Dog” Nixon, and Johnny “I wish so many 
kidney stones upon you” Damon. How­
ever, while surfing the perfect wave that 
is Wikipedia, I was tangentially exposed 
to the Providence Grays. This National 
League baseball franchise existed briefly 
from 1878 to 1885 and played their 
games at Messer Field in Providence’s 
Olneyville neighborhood.
I thought I had found my article in 
the Grays, but after a few minutes 1 real­
ized that housing a major league base­
ball team is only the most recent example 
of this much maligned neighborhood 
exceeding my expectations. In many 
ways, promise shines throughout the big 
“O.” Perhaps even more than the Red 
Sox, and their $121 million roster, 
Olneyville embodies shabby chic.
So where exactly is Olneyville? Uh, 
did you see the map? It’s pretty much 
self-explanatory. Pretty much, go 
straight down Oakland and at your third
Olneyville, the coolest place you never saw
light (Valley St.) take a right and straight 
on ’til morning. This brings you to 
Olneyville Square, the hub of the neigh­
borhood. You may know this as the best 
place in Providence to get a Hot Weiner.
Olneyville ranks as one of 
Providence’s oldest neighborhoods, as 
traders settled along the 
Woonasquatucket River in the early 
1700s. Using the river as a power source, 
capitalists developed mill villages along 
the banks of the Woonasquatucket, and 
Olneyville became an industrial
center.
Olneyville remained a work­
ing class neighborhood 
until after World War II 
when the textile in­
dustry became a 
southern-based 
operation. The 
closing of mills 







construction, caused the popula­
tion to decline dramatically. As 
the population has stabilized, 
Olneyville has undergone signifi­
cant demographic changes. Accord­
ing to the 2000 census, the neighborhood 
is over 50% Hispanic, 10% African
American, and 7% Asian. Since 1980 
the white population in Olneyville has 
declined nearly 40%.
Olneyville is Providence’s poorest 
neighborhood. The median family in­
come is just a hair above $19,000 and
more than 41% of families live in pov­
erty. Such dramatic levels of poverty ob­
viously come with depressing side effects 
such as crime, drug abuse, and depres­
sion. Despite these inevitable drawbacks 
of a poverty-stricken area, Olneyville’s 
small size, cheap rents, and potential for 
improvement have attracted some of 
Providence’s most talented young people 
as a prime venue for artistic expression
of all kinds.
According to my relatively small 
frame of reference, the forerunners of 
Olneyville’s underground arts movement 
were the contributing members of Fort 
Thunder. Founded in September of 1995
by a group of RISD students as 








than 100 artists 
(over its six year 
existence) special­
izing in everything 
from music to 
to sculpt- 






graphic by Chris Thunder 
Ackley ’06 were evicted
from their living space as the loft 
where they sought refuge was de­
molished for the construction of the Val- 
ley Street Shaws and other chain stores. 
Today the spirit of Fort Thunder lives 
on in the Dirt Palace located in an old
library building in Olneyville Square. 
The Dirt Palace is a feminist art collec­
tive where a group of women (right now 
there are seven) live and produce art. 
Each woman has her own studio and the 
house shares printmaking facilities, a 
film/animation studio, textile room, and 
a band practice space. The house also 
curates a storefront window on the 
ground floor of their house monthly. The 
idea behind the revolving art projects is 
two-fold. Each month a different artist 
can display a larger work, while the 
Square is enriched by the presence of 
various works of art.
Trutheatertheatre (pronounced Tru­
theater-theatre) is an Olneyville-based 
underground theatre troupe that puts on 
its own plays—complete with elaborate 
costumes, lighting, and an enormous talk­
ing dragon sculpture. Also known as 
psychadelic theatre, most of the troupe’s 
shows are one night only and abstractly 
deal with issues of mortality, love and 
fate in the style of Greek theatre. 
Trutheatertheatre performances usually 
take place at non-traditional locations, 
and are advertised by word of mouth.
Word of mouth characterizes a good 
amount of the creative activity happen­
ing in Olneyville—as does non-tradi­
tional. Some might argue that non-tra- 
ditional is just a euphamism for bad, and 
I know many people who would not ap­
preciate garbage instillations of far-out 
theatre performed at an abandoned mill.
Still, it is important to point out that 
no work of art is created in a vaccuum. 
Olneyville is not College Hill—life there 
is hard for many people. This struggle 
is not going away any time soon, but 
hopefully these various works of art— 
honestly surveying the problems and tri­
als of our day while projecting them in a 
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Letters to the Editor:
Questioning a Sister production
Congratulations to all those who per­
formed so brilliantly in My Sister in this 
House. The acting was truly phenomenal. 
However, as a proud cast member of The 
Vagina Monologues, I couldn’t help but 
notice a double standard going on.
Many of the themes which Father 
Shanley found so offensive in The Vagina 
Monologuestake center stage in My Sis­
ter. As a matter of fact, they were acted 
out onstage, while in The Monologues 
they are only read.
Why is this play allowed to take place 
on campus if The Vagina Monologues is 
not? Why were they given time, space—- 
the Smith Center!—and financial support 
if their message is identical to the one al­
ready deemed un-Catholic and immoral? 
Where were the people protesting this 
play? I would like to hear a reasoned ex­
planation of the difference between the 
two plays in the eyes of the administra­
tion.
If this college is truly going to ban 
things which offend Catholic sensibilities, 
then the College must be prepared to ap­
by Colleen Flynn ’07
Commentary Staff
The weekend has come and gone. 
Mine was fairly eventful. I rocked out to 
a rendition of “Drunken Sailor” from The 
Connection Theme, I busted a gut at 
BOP’s presentation of Kyle Cease, and 1 
helped a good cause through my con­
sumption of beer and a burger at the Hoe­
down for Humanity. I am pretty self-sat­
isfied with that last activity because for a 
$5 contribution, I got to down two Old 
Milwaukees and watch some poor imita­
tion cowboys play flip-cup, all in the 
name of humanity.
The Hoedown for Humanity was or­
ganized by a group of Providence Col­
lege students as part of their efforts to 
fund their trip to Texas to build houses 
for Habitat for Humanity. Up until this 
past week, this group remained indepen­
dent from PC’s Campus Ministry-spon­
sored Habitat trips. The group recently 
became affiliated with the College and 
with Campus Ministry, and upon doing 
so, encountered some scrutiny from these 
groups with the advent of the Hoedown. 
Campus Ministry felt that a party whose 
tradeoff was beer for bucks did not ap­
propriately represent the message Habi­
tat attempts to promote.
I can see where Campus Ministry 
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ply the same standard to everyone and 
everything. This means that if The Va­
gina Monologues is banned as offensive, 
then the drama department should not 
be putting on My Sister, and BOP should 
not be showing 8 Mile or Wedding 
Crashers. Is this unfair? Yes. Abso­
lutely. I would hate to see it happen. But 
it is more unfair to ban just one show— 
for what amounts to reasons of personal 
dislike—and allow similar shows to ex­
ist. It becomes outright discrimination.
I believe that there is room on this 
campus for many different forms of ar­
tistic expression, and I hope that in time 
our president will reconsider his arbi­
trary stance. Until then, if Providence 
College wants to maintain its integrity 
as a school of higher learning and not 
become simply a “because-I-say-so” 
institution, the same standards which 
apply to one situation MUST apply 
equally to everyone. It’s only fair!
Diana Kane-Calvert ’06
Drinking 
hard for the 
money
would not be chomping at the bit to sup­
port this endeavor, but realistically, an 
off-campus party is probably one of the 
best strategies for raising money at PC. 
Drinking is part of the social culture 
here, and instead of avoiding it, we could 
certainly embrace it if it supported good 
causes.
Across the nation, Kegs for Katrina 
college parties have raised thousands of 
dollars for hurricane relief. The Class 
of 2007 raised a substantial amount of 
money for the Sojourner House through 
donations at Junior Night. The Hoedown 
for Humanity raised approximately $800 
to fund the Habitat trip. Think about 
the potential charitable goldmines late- 
night hosts sit on with returnable cans. 
Even the tabs on your soda/beer cans can 
go to Tabs for Tots to support the Ronald 
McDonald House charities.
I am not supporting an increase in 
the drinking culture at our school, and I 
am not saying that all fundraising should 
contain an element of alcohol. However, 
I would encourage the administration 
and other organizations on campus not 
to be so quick to reject independent 
funds from off-campus activities. A re­
source is a resource—right? It’s not 
mafia money, it’s simply kids having a 
good time and raising a couple of dol­
lars in the process. Cheers to that.
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With the acceptance of robots as legal citizens, Japan 
and Sony unite to dominate the Winter Olympics. 
Tangents and Tirades
Reach out and touch someone (figuratively) Or literally, if you want to get 
wild style. 1 was actually speaking about your WDOM DJs. The station (91.3 
FM) is back and rocking as hard, if not harder than ever. So, tune in, especially 
when you are in your car—I have seen your CD selection and trust me, it would 
be for the best. And call in—we don’t want those depressed music snobs feeling 
any more isolated from society than they already are:—Chris Ackley ’06
Your mom Maybe it’s true, maybe it’s false, maybe it’s me—but 1 feel like 
college students living at school could use a reminder every once in a while about 
their family. Most of the kids here at Providence College live on campus, hours 
away from their home. Mom isn’t here to tell you to eat right and go to bed early. 
Dad isn’t here to throw around a baseball with you. Your little brother or sister is not 
competing with you to use the car day in and day out. Instead, they are replaced 
with throngs of best friends who guide your decisions, and professors that impart 
new knowledge and information to get you through life. It is quite a difference. It 
is easy to forget about the family you’ve left at home, after getting caught up in new 
social situations and being bogged down with homework and meetings, etc. When 
it comes down to it, and we actually stop to breathe and consider them, we truly do 
miss our family. They raised us and along with many others, got us to where we are 
today—a place of higher learning. 1 also trust that each family misses us kids just as 
much, if not more. I guess what 1 am getting at is that 1 should call my mom today. 
I am using these words as an opportunity to remind everyone else that they should 
too.—Ricky LaBonte ’08
Laundry room faux-pas I vowed never to do my laundry in the basement of Mai 
Brown again after mysterious, non-removeable stains appeared on my white clothes 
which had just come out of the washer, and after one of my striped socks vanished 
into thin air. However, due to the snow over the weekend and a mountain of laundry 
that was threatening to bust the door off my closet, I was forced to go against my 
own word. To avoid having strangers throw my clean clothes in a pile and at the risk 
of losing another sock to the black hole behind the dryers, I returned to get the 
clothes about 30 minutes after they were finished. I was appalled, to say the least, 
that someone—who probably thought they were doing me a favor—threw my entire 
dark-colored wardrobe into the dryer and put it on the highest setting. I mean, I can 
deal when someone takes my clothes out of the dryer before they are dry to put their 
clothes in. I can even deal when someone throws wet clothes on top of my dry ones, 
but when three pairs of jeans are now flood pants and my favorite grey T-shirt is 
now a belly shirt, I get mad. The least you could have done, mystery shrinker, is 
thrown in a dryer sheet or two.—Erin Rice ’06
Pitching for table tents I’d like to complain about the lack of table tents in Ray 
this year. We are not informed about what is going on around campus—we must 
rely on Facebook invites and posters on kiosks. I’ve stopped checkingthe Facebook 
invites, and posters get torn down on a regular basis. Table tents kept the dinner 
conversations lively, kept us posted on the movies on the PC channel, and helped us 
procrastinate. Not only are we no longer informed, but we have nothing to look at 
while we are awkwardly eating breakfast alone.Bring back the table tents for pro­
crastinators and solitary eaters!—Betsy Rouleau ’08
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A fired-up Kyle Cease 
entertained the masses Sunday, 
becoming the best thing to hit 
McPhail s since they got rid 
2-for-l milkshakes
by James McGehee ’08 
Asst. A&E Editor
During his show in 
McPhail’s Sunday night, come­
dian Kyle Cease skirted the line 
dividing the green zone and the 
offensive, 
CAMPUS let his fin-
EVENT gers |00Se
on the 
white and black keys, and per­
formed a mock magic show, 
grounding his comedy in the 
only foolproof manner—by 
eliciting rampant laughter. And, 
he did all this with a nice buzz 
that caused him to repeatedly 
compliment his audience on its 
taste for his “weird” jokes. 
Providence College gave Cease 
no boundaries and he took fair 
advantage.
Rolling off a joke about a 
Japanese roommate and Pearl 
Harbor to start the night is push­
ing the envelope. But a college 
audience will respond to this lib­
eral sense of humor.
To be a successful comic I 
believe you need two things: a 
stage personality and comical 
social criticism. With a wide 
smile that seemed frozen in 
place, Cease radiated a confi­
dence without superiority. He 
fired off jokes in rapid succes­
sion, but never tried too hard. It 
was not long before the crowd 
grew to like the guy. Standoff­
ish comics can be as funny, but 
Cease’s affability is perfect for 
small, live audiences. He didn’t 
summon anyone up onstage, but 
he established audience person­
alities: the guy to whom he made 
suggestive advances, the girl to 
whom he gave high-fives, and 
the “Hulk Hogan guy,” whom 
Cease made sing a line of 
melody solo.
The comic as social com­
mentator is a comic’s ability to 
point out human quirks. Take 
Dane Cook’s car accident joke, 
where Dane tells of neighbors 
who gather around the crash 
scene, even if no one is hurt, and 
make pointless conversation: “I 
was in my kitchen and heard it, 
so I came out.” The telling of 
this ridiculous scenario makes 
us laugh because it happens the 
exact way he recounts it.
Cease’s social commentary 
poked fun at beer commercials 
that make it seem as if the brand 
name judges how cold a beer 
can be, the awkward situation of 
premature goodbyes, shameless
Graphic by Stephanie A. Smith ’06 and James McGehee ’08
old-man nudity at the gym, and 
the ineffectiveness of school 
nurses and the Drug Abuse Re­
sistance Education (D.A.R.E.) 
program. Commenting on 
people’s phone spelling habits, 
he faked a phone call: “‘Kyle. 
Yes, that would be K as in Kyle, 
Y as in yle.’ Why don’t we do 
that with numbers? 9 as in 947.”
Cease hardly 
seemed to breathe. 
As he puts it: ‘I just 
gave you an hour 
show in these first
10 minutes.’A 
slight hyperbole, 
but we were getting 
more than our $2’s 
worth.
When his act needed a turn­
ing point to keep it fresh, Cease 
took a seat at the grand piano, 
showing he is something of a 
musician. He demonstrated how 
Elton John would respond to the 
question, “What do you think of 
my act?” He then played the 
first bars to “Your Song,” end­
ing on the first lyrics, “It’s a little 
bit funny.” “Bennie and the Jets” 
and Queen’s “Bohemian Rhap­
sody” also provided punch 
lines.
I mentioned before the two 
factors that determine a 
comedian’s worth. This may be 
a distinction without a differ­
ence, but I believe there are two 
separate factors that determine 
the worth of a comedy show: a 
plethora of good material and a 
high reading on the comedian’s 
“I’m also having a good time” 
meter. Cease hardly seemed to 
breathe. As he puts it: “I just 
gave you an hour show in these 
first 10 minutes.” A slight hy­
perbole, but we were getting 
more than our $2’s worth. Near­
ing the natural end of a set, 
Cease asked if he could keep 
going; the answer came in the 
form of a golden brew. He did 
not want to stop because he was 
having a good time. Some could 
argue that Cease overstayed his 
welcome by a few minutes, but 
even if he did, that would be 
arguing against too much of a 
good thing.
Let’s conduct a quick study 
of comparison. In November, 
comedian Dustin Diamond 
hosted the Mr. PC Pageant. He 
told a dragged-out joke involv­
ing a saliva-spewing mentally 
challenged Walmart employee. 
Diamond’s joke was arguably 
offensive, but that never crossed 
my mind at the time. I just stared 
blankly at the black curlicues 
atop his head. For Kyle Cease, 
Walmart is good for one thing
only—that is, “To watch obese 
woman beat the------ out of
their kids.” Daring, but inoffen­
sive, Cease’s Walmart quip im­
mediately evoked the “Whoa, 
did he just say that?” sort of 
laughs. An underwhelming re­
sponse greeted Diamond when 
he ended his stunt by pulling out 
a Walmart apron from behind 
the podium.
Cease ended the night with a 
“montage” similar to his mock 
magic show. Aided by emotional 
music, he mimed some of the 
night’s memorable moments in 
slow motion. Not all of his jokes 
worked, but after visits by 
“Never trust the Dust,” Dia­
mond and Howie Day, Cease’s 
enthusiasm gave a sagging en­
tertainment scene its needed 
face lift. And, an hour dia­
phragm workout on a Sunday 
night makes Monday easier. 
Kyle Cease’s Comedy Central 
Presents airs May 12.
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Check out—
the RISD Museum
The Rhode Island School of Design is more than just the collegiate choice of Todd 
from Wedding Crashers. The school s museum has a world-class collection of art
by Katie Levine ’07
A&E Staff
Did you know that there is an origi­
nal Monet right here in Providence? 
Actually, there are four. They are located 
right next to the two original Picassos 
and the Manet. No, 
CITY they are not the
FEATURE slides your professor
showed you in Civ; 
they are hanging on the walls of Rhode 
Island’s leading museum of fine and 
decorative arts, The Rhode Island School 
of Design (RISD) Museum. Don’t make 
fun: visiting the RISD museum is a 
simple and fun way to get a little culture 
into your life.
Housing more than 80,000 works of 
art, it has something for everyone’s taste. 
Various collections of Asian, Egyptian, 
Greek, Roman, European, and American 
Art can be found spread throughout four 
floors of galleries.
These galleries include contemporary 
art, ancient art, costumes/textiles, deco­
rative arts, paintings, sculptures, prints, 
drawings, and photographs. All of this 
artwork was acquired by the museum 
through a combination of donations, 
loans, and purchases.
The RISD Museum is perfect for a 
relaxing Saturday afternoon trip off-cam­
pus, or even for a classy night out. Their 
calendar of events include a Gallery 
Night on the third Thursday of every 
month—which consists of a cash wine
bar, live music, guided gallery tours, and 
discussions with artists. The last Satur­
day of every month is Free-for-All Sat­
urday, and features hands-on workshops, 
performances, and special gallery 
searches for children. As one museum 
curator describes it, these can be a fiasco, 
but it seems as if they would only irritate 
serious art audiences. Most importantly, 
they are “free for all”—and this includes 
college students who want an inexpen­
sive and informal day to peruse what the 
RISD Museum has to offer.
There is a wealth of things to see on a 
trip to this museum, including The 
Daphne Farago Wing, which houses a 
collection of contemporary art that ro-
It’s a beautiful day in the 
neighborhood: The 
Rhode Island School of 
Design Museum houses 
an eclectic art collection 
of more than 80,000 
works. With a $3 
admission fee, students 
have the opportunity to 
view some of the world’s 
most precious art. You 
probably didn’t know 
the Museum houses a 
two Picassos, a Manet, 
and four Monets.
RISD
tates periodically. Additionally, The 
Webs, Loops, and Skeins in Modern and 
Contemporary Art exhibit just opened to 
the public on Friday, Feb. 24. It draws 
from the museum’s collection of paint­
ings, sculptures, and drawings that rep­
resent literal and abstract representations 
of interwoven and cascading liness. The 
exhibit also includes work by Jackson 
Pollock. A Renaissance and Baroque 
Drawings exhibit is currently running as 
well, showcasing works from the Renais­
sance and Baroque period done on pa­
per.
The part of the museum that interested 
me most is the Pendleton House—the 
first museum wing in the country dedi­
cated to the exhibition of American deco­
rative arts. The collection in this wing is 
based primarily on the gifts of Charles 
L. Pendleton, who had an extensive as­
sortment of furniture and paintings. He 
donated them to the RISD Museum un­
der the condition that they would show­
case them in a secure, fire-proof build­
ing to keep them safe from any damage.
As a result, the museum created the 
Pendleton House, a separate wing that is 
a replication of the original house where 
Pendleton kept the collection. The wing 
has since acquired an extensive collec­
tion of 18th and 19th century American 
furniture, wallpaper, silver, ceramics, and 
paintings.
Located at 224 Benefit St., the mu­
seum is closer to Providence College 
than Thayer Street, and can be reached 
by car or R1PTA. The museum is open 
from 10:00 a.m.to 5:00 p.m., Tuesday 
through Sunday, and admission for stu­
dents with a valid ID is $3.
You do not have to be an art connois­
seur to enjoy a stroll through the RISD 
galleries. Although the artwork the mu­
seum possesses is extensive, the galler­
ies are not crowded enough to be con­
sidered overwhelming.
So, when cabin fever starts to kick in 
this winter (as it probably already has), 
remember this as one of the many things 
for PC students to do in Providence.
For more information, go to 
www.risd.edu/museum.cfm.
Flaming funk
by Joe McCormack ’07
A&E Staff
The Flaming Lips 
At War With the Mystics 
Warner Bros.
The Flaming Lips are entertainers. 
When I saw them on New Year’s Eve 
2004 they made me reconsider what a 
rock show is and should be. Now, in 
2006, they have re-
ALBUM leased At War With
REVIEW the Mystics, their
11 th LP. Though the 
Lips formed their group in 1983, this al­
bum follows the path they’ve taken since 
1997. Partly informed by the experience 
of recording Zaireeka, a single album on 
a four-disc set for simultaneous play, At 
War With the Mystics experiments boldly 
with sounds. Since then they have re­
leased their 1999 masterpiece, The Soft 
Bulletin, and 2002’s Yoshimi Battles the 
Pink Robots.
Being a three-piece band, the Lips 
have a lot of space within their arrange­
ments, which enables them to do simple 
things with great effect. They can fill 
the spaces with lush strings and reverb 
and take the listener to an abandoned 
cavern.
They can also keep the space that the 
sparse instrumentation affords and funk 
up the song with grainy guitar riffs and 
staccato bass, with enough space left over
WB
Going to war: The Flaming Lips’ new album, to be released April 4, carries 
an impeccable groove, though it does not have the lyrical brilliance that 
lead singer Coyne employed on their 1999 masterpiece, The Soft Bulletin.
to add accents in the rhythms. Out of 
nowhere, accents will explode with re­
verb, decaying in the space left for the 
next note. Their groove is impeccable 
throughout At War With the Mystics, and 
every decision to perfect the groove in 
the moment makes perfect sense in the 
overall picture.
In “The Sound Of Failure/lt’s 
Dark...Is It Always This Dark??” a sea 
of epic, squeaky strings and picked gui­
tar gets derailed as the hook slams in at 
1 ;22 in the form of a disco beat and swirl­
ing vocal melodies. In “The Wizard 
Turns On...” the drums come in stutter­
ing, thumping bass pushing the tempo 
forward anxiously while synth flutes 
dance around, scared of their own shad­
ows while dirty synth solos stumble and 
vomit all over the sonic alleyway.
Coyne’s lyrics are almost as impor­
tant to the songs as the grooves. On The 
Soft Bulletin, the lyrics are breathtakingly 
good. On that album, Coyne tells sto­
ries about spider bites and mysterious 
chemical cures that may or may not be 
metaphors: all in the discourse of a 
children’s book. Its simplicity under­
scores a deep understanding of human­
ity and its hopes and fears.
There are times on At War With the 
Mystics that Coyne channels that bril­
liance. In “Mr. Ambulance Driver,” for 
example, he sings, “waiting for the am­
bulance to come hoping that it doesn’t 
come too late hearing the sirens in the 
distance hold on help is on the way.” It’s 
hard to tell whether the lyrics are simple 
sing-songs or intricately wrought poetry 
written by a first grader.
Lyrics become the album’s chief fail­
ing, however, as Coyne increasingly 
moves toward abstraction and tautology. 
Frankly, it gets boring. We hear him sing 
the same thing he sang on Yoshimi in 
“Vein of Stars” when he sings: “Maybe 
there is no heaven/its just you and me 
and maybe it’s just as well/if there ain’t 
no heaven, then baby there ain’t no hell.” 
Even the beautiful metaphor of the loyal 
bird in “My Cosmic Autumn Rebellion” 
is destroyed by a didactic lesson on ac­
cepting death.
Without the lyrics subtlety, the songs 
can have trouble staying together and 
conveying any meaning (the opposite of 
the intention of such preachy lyrics).
At War With the Mystics is a pretty 
album, and the Flaming Lips are one of 
the best and most ingenious bands cur­
rently making music. It still deserves a 
listen.
GRADE: A-
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Picks 
of the
20/20 slightly blurred 
from a scratched cornea
by Tracy Donadio ’06
Directed by Mel Brooks
Robin Hood: Men in Tights might 
just be my favorite movie. I love 
watching movies where-1 can turn 
my brain off and enjoy the fact that 
the next two hours will require 
absolutely no thinking. This ver­
sion of Robin Hood is Mel Brooks' 
witty satire of the more serious 
legend of Robin Hood. It stars 
Cary Elwes, Dave Chappelle, Amy 
Yasbek, Mel Brooks, and Richard 
Lewis, among others, and is a 
highly entertaining, gloriously stu­
pid movie that everyone should 
watch at least once. And maybe 
if you watch it enough times, we 
can get together and perform the 
dance sequence—hey, it could 
happen.
One For the Kids
Lobster
Being a former orchestra nerd, 
the thing that I love most about 
Yellowcard is their use of the vio­
lin. Sure, other bands may have 
done it before (DMB), but adding 
itto punk rock/alternative makes 
it that much more enjoyable to lis­
ten to. One for the Kids is 
Yellowcard's first, and often over­
looked, album that hides in the 
shadows of 2003’s Ocean Av­
enue. I suggest you check it out.
I think In Cold Blood might be the 
only book that I -never “spark- 
noted" back in high school. That’s 
right—it was so entertaining that I 
actually read the whole thing. 
Truman Capote's slightly fiction­
alized account o.f an actual homi­
cide case is so fascinating that it’s 
hard to put down. Although it may 
not be the type of book you want 
to read on the beach during spring 
break, it's worth looking intowhen 
you return to PC.
The new Dilated People’s album offers the sounds 
fans love, but some of the material is lackluster





In the opening line to their first single, 
“Back Again,” Evidence, tried and true 
emcee from the hip-hop trio Dilated 
Peoples exhorts, “Back again for the very 
fourth time/ Don’t
ALBUM worry if I write
REVIEW checks, I write
rhymes.” After a 
lackluster response on their third studio 
release, Neighborhood Watch, Dilated 
Peoples have placed less emphasis on 
popularity in the hopes of sharpening 
their focus on their newest release, 20/ 
20.
Dilated Peoples started as a dark force 
back in the mid-’90s, infesting the un­
derground circuit in Southern California 
with lyrical excellence and gripping on­
stage control. Tracks like “Work the 
Angles” combine deeply articulated 
rhyme styles with mind-blowing turn­
table ingenuity and D. J.s flocked to their 
12-inch releases.
Their first studio album, The Plat­
form, was released in 2000, and flew un­
der the radar in its immediate concep­
tion, despite being later revered by many 
as the group’s best work. Next came Ex­
pansion Team in 2001, an album that 
gained much more recognition with pro­
duction help from The Alchemist and the 
beat maestro himself, D.J. Premier. 
Three years later, the highly anticipated 
Neighborhood Watch was released. De­
spite honing their most successful single, 
“This Way” and having the man himself, 
Kanye West, as a contributing rapper/ 
producer, the album sold only 143,000 
copies. That is less than half the copies 
its predecessor sold. Recognizing the 
slump as a product of attempting to con­
ceptualize the album. Dilated saw the 
need to return to a “12-inch mentality,” 
that focused more on the individual 
tracks that D. J.s everywhere would once 
again flock to.
Released on Tuesday, Feb. 21,20/20 
refocuses a new musical vision. With 
clarity as the ultimate goal, Dilated 
Peoples aims to regain composure and 
compile a collection of hard-hitting 
tracks that bring the trio back to the fore­
front. Unfortunately, however, their 20/ 
20 vision gets a little blurry at times, and 
their new formula is not always success­
ful. Some tracks lack the complexity and 
virtuosity that D.J. Babu is known for, 
while others fail to truly express the lyri­
cism that emcees Evidence and Rakaa 
(Iriscience) possess. Nonetheless, their 
simple and sometimes sinister sound 
shows a return to a true, California un­
derground sound reminiscent of their 
early days.
Ingredient in the album’s make-up is 
the production by The Alchemist on 
tracks, “Back Again” and “20/20.” De­
spite the early chemistry between the 
producer and both Dilated emcees in past 
ventures, both of these new tracks seem 
forced, with too much attention being 
granted to choppy and tiresome drum­
beats. Unlike their early masterpiece, 
“Worst Comes to Worst” from the album 
Expansion Team—which is made 
smooth with catchy bass-lines—these 
tracks are at times made sporadic and 
inarticulate. The Alchemist also includes 
some of those infamous, Kanye-inspired
CAPITOL
Life seen through 
the lens of music: 
The hip-hop trio 
Dilated People — 
Evidence (left), 
Rakaa (center), and 
D.J. Babu (right) — 
released a new 
album that is better 
than their previous 
effort, but cannot 
match the musician­
ship of their first 
two albums.
high-pitched vocal samples. Once and 
for all, can we leave the chipmunk voices 
to Alvin, Simon and Theodore?
More effective is the track, “Alarm 
Clock Music,” which is back-grounded 
by an up-beat rhythmic horn section, 
simlar to an alarm clock. Rakaa 
commentates on the trio’s current mind­
state with clever metaphors as he exhorts, 
“Some say we’re too serious and con­
scious/ Some say we’re all battle raps and 
ganja/ I say in your bad dreams we’re 
monsters/ Rat-packing stages like Frank 
Sinatra.” Lines like these serve justice 
to the track’s title, acting as agents that 
undoubtedly wake listeners up.
Producers Joey Chavez and Bravo 
initiated a dark and sinister sound on the 
track “Olde English,” featuring emcee 
and longtime member of the Dilated 
People’s expanded family, Defari. Evi­
dence spits a slow verse that effectively 
brings the listener right back to the South­
ern California streets. With a deep and 
esoteric element, this track bleeds a 
gangsta-mentality, much unlike the 
album’s more soulful contributions.
Consistently socially-conscious, 
Rakaa gets deep on the track: “The Eyes 
Have It,” professing, “I heard the meek 
shall inherit the earth/1 heard those that 
don’t speak up inherit the worst/1 heard 
the rich get the treasures and the right to 
write history/1 heard the poor get buried 
in the dirt.” With D.J. Babu in complete 
control, production is on point. It serves 
as an effective agent in their quest for a 
return to The Platform days.
Outfitted halfway through the 13- 
track collection is “Kindness for Weak­
ness,” the album’s best contribution. A 
melodic key section layers itself over a 
consistent boom-bap drum-beat that 
dares listeners not to bob their heads. 
Special featured artist, Talib Kweli, holds 
down the strongest verse of the song: 
“Legendary lyricist/ Nice guy persona/ 
My songs celebrate life/ And you can 
play ’em for your mama/ But don’t make 
the mistake and try to play me/ Unless 
you a D.J. don’t get it twisted/ I’m still 
from BK.” Though an unlikely coupling 
and honing very different rhyme styles, 
these three emcees combined to create a 
classic.
Although the vision of20/20 gets hazy 
at times, there is still value in its deliv­
ery. Still no match for their first two al­
bums, 20/20 at least offers a respectable 
response from their previous effort, and 
a strong work ethic is evident. In an in­
terview with the Los Angeles Times, Evi­
dence acknowledged that, “The stars 
didn’t line up perfectly for us last time. 
That’s the only way I can say it. But we 
got a lot stronger because of it.” The 
true Dilated Peoples sound of the past 
that so many listeners were craving is still 
there; fans just have to look hard and 
close to find it.
GRADE: B
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Downcity Food + Cocktails
151 Weybosset St. 
Providence, R.I.
(401)331-9217
I was looking for somewhere to go that 
was fun and funky since lately I have 
been having a great time at places like 
that. After searching for hours on the 
Internet (instead of studying), 1 found 
Downcity Food + Cocktails. Food? And 
cocktails? This sounded like my kind of 
place. So, 1 headed downtown with the 
hopes of finding a new hip hangout.
Atmosphere: Downcity advertises that 
it is the place to go after the theater. It is 
right near the Providence Performing 
Arts Center, so it seems like Downcity 
specifically markets itself to the theater 
crowd (that might be why I had never 
heard of it before). At 8:00 p.m. on a 
Friday night Downcity was pretty 
crowded. There were a few tables around 
the front of the restaurant, but most of 
the people were huddled around the bar. 
It was dark (which fed into my hipster 
aspirations) and the color motif of dark
red, yellow, and black was very differ­
ent from intimate, soft colors that many 
other restaurants adorn themselves with. 
This could be a good or bad thing, de­
pending on what you are looking for. 
Despite the good number of people in 
the restaurant, though, there was not a 
lot of talking going on. All 1 could hear 
was this really weird techno music that 
was blaring in the background. I mean, 
seriously, this wasn’t cool techno like 
Ozone or anything, this was trippy house 
music that really didn’t complement my 
gnocchi at all.
Selection: The appetizers were the 
usual: calamari, shrimp, chicken 
skewers, and smoked salmon, among 
other things. There were interesting de­
tails, like how the shrimp was seasoned 
with rosemary, but nothing stood. There 
were also salads, but only three and they 
were very basic: mixed green, baby spin­
ach, and Caesar. Also, there are no sand­
wiches, wraps, or pizza at Downcity, only 
entrees. Rosemary tofu, garlic-flavored 
duck, baked sole with applewood bacon 
and the like dot the menu and tempt the 
taste buds of those of us who would like 
to have duck more often.
Quality: The artichoke-stuffed gnocchi 
was very good and was mixed with as­
paragus and roasted red peppers. The 
pasta primavera pleased but was noth­
ing to write home about; it combined all 
the usual veggies but was pleasantly just 
what we expected. The blackened 
salmon, on the other hand, was too black­
ened and completely dried out. Although, 
it was served with the best asparagus I’ve 
ever had.
Overall: Downcity was OK—the food 
was good but the service was mediocre 
and that music was a curse. It seems like 
neighborhood hangout—not much more. 
GRADE: B
The color yellow
Racial prejudice within a black 
community drives a finely-crafted story of love
by Anna Kukowski ’06 
A&E Staff
Once in a while, a piece of art lives, 
moves, and breathes, marching to its 
own, distinct beat. Somehow, this art 
manages to emcompass the harsh reali­
ties of life and the es-
THEATER sence of being hu-
REVIEW man. Combining
playwright Dael 
Orlandersmith’s beautifully written 
words with talented acting, the Provi­
dence Black Repertory succeeds in por­
traying life in its rendition of Yellowman.
Yellowman tells the story of two care­
free young lovers grappling with not-so- 
carefree family woes—their families’ 
pasts, presents, and futures hang over the 
young couple’s happiness. Alma 
(Tamara Anderson) and Eugene (Aaron 
Andrade), who grew up together in rural 
South Carolina, find themselves in love 
by high school.
Yellowman thickens, however, when 
racial prejudice within the black commu­
nity challenges the young couple. 
Though the poor Alma and the lighter­
skinned Eugene love each other, their 
families’ inherent prejudices make their
happiness nearly impossible. Alma and 
Eugene travel through their young 
lives—through childhood, high school, 
and to New York City—in order to pave 
their own way and escape an unhappy, 
confusing past.
Alma and Eugene’s pure, devoted 
love is refreshing. Orlandersmith’s care­
fully constructed treatment of tough is­
sues—within family, gender, race, and 
society—is both awing and sobering.
Though Alma and Eugene are the only 
two physical characters on stage during 
Yellowman, playwright Orlandersmith 
includes many characters through them. 
Through Alma and Eugene, we meet their 
families, their friends, and their acquain­
tances.
When Alma fells Eugene stories about 
her relationship with her mother Odelia, 
actress Anderson slips effortlessly back 
and forth between Alma and Odelia when 
reenacting dialogues. In telling Alma
about his family, Andrade’s character 
slips between the personalities of his 
mother, father, and grandfather.
With ease, both actors don many dif­
ferent personalities when telling each 
other stories. Few actors convincingly 
perform this artistic feat, and even fewer
O Romeo, where for art thou?: Yellowman tells the story of Alma and 
Eugene, a young couple kept apart by family prejudices.
evoke the intense emotional attachments 
that this unique collection of characters 
gamers from Yellowman. By the end of 
the production, we don’t simply see Alma 
and Eugene on stage, but a collection of 
well-defined personalities that haunts the 
young couple.
In mastering the mechanics and the 
emotion of these difficult dialogues, 
Anderson and Andrade offer nearly flaw­
less performances. Their opening mono­
logues hook the audience immediately; 
their young love and intense emotional 
performances guide us through the play. 
From playing nafve children to energetic 
teenagers to hardened adults, these ac­
tors are—without any question—Alma, 
Eugene, and the legacy that has devel­
oped their relationship.
Director Don Mays’ careful finesse 
is clearly evident within the folds of 
Yellowman. Mays has layered this dy­
namic production from a well-written 
play into a living piece of art. Anderson 
and Andrade have been carefully 
coached—the rhythm of their words 
paired with their varied stage directions' 
have produced pithy direction—and 
these hctors make it look effortless.
Lighting, thanks to designer Anthony 
R. Phelps, darkens, softens, and bright­
ens depending on the emotional quali­
ties in the production. This careful atten­
tion adds to Yellowman’s meticulous lay­
ering.
Yellowman has a uniquely pithy dy­
namic that enraptures the audience in 
acting, directing, stage production, and 
substance.
It is carefully layered with time, 
thought, creativity, and meaning, and it 
explores incredibly difficult issues that 
enlighten, educate, and stimulate the au­
dience both intellectually and emotion­
ally.
Yellowman runs at the Providence Black 
Repertory Theater through March 12.
GRADE: A
Taste of the Town
 with Stephanie A. Smith ’06 
 A&E Editor
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Run, Walker, run
Running Scared, starring Paul Walker and Cameron 
Bright, goes the distance to tell a kinetic and emotionally- 
charged story, surprising critics and audiences alike
by Deanna Cioppa ’07 
A&E Staff
Shame on me, ladies and gentlemen. 
I have fallen into a trap that has ensnared 
so many of us. 1 have judged a book by 
its cover. Shocking! I am not proud of 
what I did, but feel 
MOVIE as though 1 have
REVIEW learned a lesson.
Listen to my story, 
and perhaps you will learn something 
too, little grasshoppers ....
Let’s try some word association. Paul 
Walker. What do you think of? Blue 
eyes? Yes. Cherubic curls? Yes. Fast 
cars, bad sequels, teen angst, football 
injuries, secret college societies and . . . 
Freddie Prinze, Jr.? Yes to all. Moving 
drama and remarkably committed act­
ing? Um. Well, my little eager beavers, 
there was my mistake. When 1 first de­
cided to review Running Scared, I  
thought, “Well this should be interest­
ing.” You know, the kind of “interesting” 
said with a smirk and a cocked eyebrow. 
I had that same smirk plastered on my 
face when 1 entered the movie theater. It 
was soon wiped completely off within 
the first moments of the film.
The movie opens with perhaps one 
of the most grisly shoot-out scenes 1 have 
seen in a while. The tone of the movie is 
immediately set, and never gets washed 
out. Gritty, grimy and down-right fright­
ening at times, Running Scared was one 
truly intense movie experience.
The plot centers on Joey Gazelle 
(Walker), a low-man in the Jersey mob’s 
totem pole. His job is to get rid of “hot” 
guns, that is, guns used in crimes com­
mitted by the mob. Instead of throwing 
them away, however, he hides them in 
his basement. The latest hot gun, one 
used in a shoot-out with dirty cops that 
led to the massacre of the officers, is dis­
covered by his son’s neighbor and best 
friend, Oleg Yugorsky (Cameron Bright). 
Young Oleg uses the gun to shoot his 
abusive step-father, who happens to be 
connected to Jersey’s Russian mob. 
When the boy and the gun disappear, ev­
eryone hits the streets to find him. Joey 
must get the kid and the gun in order to 
save himself from his mob bosses; the 
dirty cops are out after the boy to use as 
leverage against the Gazelle family, and 
the Russians are out for revenge against 
the Gazelles. For Joey and Oleg, it’s a 
tense race for their lives.
Walker’s performance in this film is 
unlike any he has previously given, and 
that is, of course, what made me so skep­
tical in the first place. In a movie chock 
full of bad guys, and in which the good 
guys are mostly an invisible force, it is 
difficult to peg him as either a good or a 
bad guy. Faced with the alternative, we 
would like to think of him as the good 
guy, and he mostly is. There are mo­
ments, however, when his panic, fear and 
ugly methods force us to wonder. In the 
end, he is simply a human being dragged 
into a nightmare. Walker plays the part 
with screaming, trembling intensity. We 
almost fear that his kinetic energy will 
cause him to burst into flames at any 
moment. The audience is more than 
drawn into the action, we are yanked into 
it. For someone so often the pretty boy, 
Walker slips into his rough accent, di­
sheveled appearance and, ahem, crude 
behavior with surprising ease.
Not to be left out is the second pro­
tagonist, little Oleg. Bright walks an 
extremely thin line in his role as a young 
boy who grows up overnight. A gun in 
the hands of most Hollywood tweens 
would look ridiculous. Somehow, Bright 
makes us believe it. We can see the pain, 
the shock and that growing flicker of the 
dangerous man he could grow up to be 
behind his eyes. There are moments, 
however, in which he is a little boy again, 
and we begin to fear for him as we would 
any child.
Finally, what ties the movie together 
and is probably the most striking element
MEDIA 8




action and human 
drama into an 
unexpectedly 
worthy story.
of the entire film, is the cinematography. 
From start to finish, the film plays with 
the senses, spinning camera angles, re­
versing motion, flashing blink-of-an-eye 
images across the screen. The audience 
becomes disoriented, as we should. The 
situation is a disorienting one, and we 
are thrown into Joey and Oleg’s world 
with all the violence and shifting images 
their situation entails. They are sickened 
at their plight, as are we.
MEDIA 8
While all the violence and gore could 
have reduced this movie to a typical 
mindless action thriller, well-timed FX, 
intense character portrayal and high sus­
pense keeps Running Scared]usX a notch 
above the rest. Please learn from my 
mistake, readers. Never judge a book 




Reinforcing Effective Ways to Reduce Daily Smoking
You can earn cash REWARDS for cutting down your cigarette 
smoking!
You may be eligible to participate in a research study if you are:
> a current daily smoker
> between the ages of 18 - 24
> enrolled in college
• Earn $75 in cash at your first appointment!
• Earn between $210 & $523 in cash by providing us with 
daily CO readings!
• Earn up to $175 in cash for follow-up appointments!
For more information, please contact Polly at 444-1814 or 
e-mail us at
REWARDS@,Brown.edu
A Research project sponsored by Brown University and the
★ ★
A&E Trivia Question 
of the Week:
Ang Lee, who directed 
this year’s smash hit 
Brokeback Mountain, is 
expected to win big at 
the Oscars. For what 
movie did he previously 
win an Oscar?
VIJS/agi.: (your.ysmft ¥\W\M1 \yAdD\s
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When newsprint just won’t do and a name isn’t enough
by Kristina Reardon ’08
Asst. Portfolio Editor
She still remembered the day she had 
last signed her name. It was for the mar­
riage license, she was signing her name 
to change her name, from Reed to Wolfe.
She never had time to fin- 
SHORT ish writing Reed. She con-
STORY centrated always on form­
ing the letters of her first 
name, neatly scrawled, making her 
middle initial with a flourish, and then 
in a hurry, feeling rushed, always let the 
ink rush out of her felt tip pen and run 
down to make an R, and then a line. She 
never formed the two e’s or the d. Al­
ways R------ .
But this time, when she signed her 
name for the last time, she wanted the 
ink to blot right, but it didn’t. It just made 
a large black spot where R------ should
have been. She glanced at the leaky pen. 
We haven't the time to fix it, Charles said. 
And from then on she was Laura Wolfe, 
and she could never get ink to blot the 
same way again.
She looked down at her checkbook, 
balanced on her knee as she leaned over 
to write a check for the grocer. She could 
never bring her pen to form a W. So she 
signed her name, as she always did, with 
the Laura meticulously formed, with a 
flourish of the H for her middle initial, a 
line where Wolfe should have been.
Lines were not something she really 
valued, the more she thought about it. 
There were lines on the road that sepa­
rated lanes of traffic, but they never 
seemed to be much help. At least that’s
ILLUSTRATION BY ALEX JOHNSON '07/The Cowl
what the morning’s paper had told her, 
when her daughter brought it in to the 
kitchen. She had been heating the stove, 
and it was cold outside. And then came 
the paper, with the thin sheets of news­
print concealed in a clear plastic bag. The 
bags were always a bright color, but even 
in the dim light of the morning, she could 
see through to the front page.
There had been an accident.
She gazed at the photo through the 
bag until her daughter complained that 
the water was boiling over in the tea 
kettle. She had hardly even noticed, but 
now that it was brought to her attention, 
she felt a vague memory of a low whistle 
enter into her mind.
There was a whistle in the air when 
she first met Charles. Even now she could 
remember it, as the train pulled away 
from the station and the heavy sound 
permeated through her consciousness. 
She had merely been waiting on a bench. 
For whom, she could not remember. But 
she had been waiting, and only Charles 
came.
Then they were married.
She watched Charles step down the 
stairs with ease. She turned to the kettle. 
There was water all over the stove. It was 
beginning to form hot running paths 
down to the floor. She reached for a 
towel, but the towel wasn’t there. She 
hadn’t done the wash in two weeks.
Charles was watching. Her daughter 
was watching. Her son was climbing out 
of his bed upstairs, she knew. The tea 
kettle was boiling over. Charles reached 
to turn it off.
In a few moments, they were all gone. 
Her son and daughter, at school. Charles, 
at the office.
And the tea kettle was off, but the 
water was soaking through the wooden 
slats in the floor. She reached for the 
newspaper and gently removed it from 
its bag. The front page leaked a bloody 
red and blue and green onto her hands 
as she carefully laid the pages in the 
puddles beside the stove. She glanced 
again at the front page. There had been 
an automobile accident. A woman had 
been killed. Her name was no longer leg­
ible. The ink had run all down the sides. 
Laura wondered how the woman would 
have signed her name if she were still 
alive, if she could have written the news 
story in long hand and then pretended it 
had never happened.
But she had no time for frivolity. 
There were things to be bought, floors 
to be cleaned. Supper to be cooked be­
fore the children came home. There was 
no time to blot ink.
Dear Pathetic,
I don’t think you are, as your name 
suggests, pathetic. Do 1 think you need
to grow a pair 
and take some 
action? Well, 
yes. There is 
nothing worse 
than being in a 
relationship 
that is falling 
apart because 
isn’t the pur­
pose of a rela- 
tionship to 
feel secure
Making PC an emotionally stable place, 
one letter at a time...
and happy, 
and oh, I don’t know, fall in love? If you 
fight more than you make out, then there 
is a problem.
I’d like to take you down a little road 
I call memory lane. It was eighth grade, 
and among all the awkwardness, Tiffany 
found her first boyfriend. Tiffany also 
thought that having a boyfriend meant 
fighting at least once a week, so let us 
just say that relationship didn’t make it 
to high school. Happy, mature couples 
always don’t fight, and you my friend, 
do not seem happy.
Before you worry about what the 
Facebook says about your relationship, 
maybe you should look at how you feel. 
You say you love her and you want her 
back, but is that really the right decision 
for the both of you, or are you just cling­
ing onto what is comfortable? And, 
you’re right—Facebook is not the place 
to finalize your relationship, nor should 
it be the place to define it—hence, why 
half the population of Providence Col­
lege is somehow married to their room­
mate, which I find hilarious.
You should change that relationship 
status when you and your girlfriend have 
talked and have officially broken up, but 
not before. It’d be a shame to see a year- 
and-a half go down in flames because of 
a couple of mouse clicks.
Dear T&E,
I am in a relationship ... or at least think I may be. Actually, 
probably not, but Facebook says I am. You see, my girlfriend of a year- 
and-a-half and I have just broken up. The thing is, we have stupid fights 
all the time, and we have broken up at least a dozen times before—just to 
get back together anywhere from a few hours to three weeks later. The 
question I have is that my Facebook profile says that I am in a relation­
ship right now when I’m not, and I still want to meet other girls. How­
ever, I do still love my girlfriend and would want to get back 
together, so I wouldn’t want The Facebook to finalize our fight. This fight 
could be it, though, and if so, I want to move on ... but if not, I don’t 
want to screw it up. When should I change my profile? Please Help!
—Pathetically Profiled
Send your
The CtfSwl may be 
but Tiffany'&iyl Earl
ipg on vacation, 
verfddfr giving advice.
Ask TiffanyEarl@yahoo. com
Earl: He understands. 
Probably more than 
you’ll ever know.
Dear Pathetic,
Your problem is that you are whipped. 








want to be in 
the relation­




I don’t know 
the nature of 
your fight, 
but I can tell
you how 1 knew when to change my re­
lationship status to confirmed bachelor.
It was some time between when I 
went to use the bathroom and when I got 
back to find my girlfriend hooking up 
with my roommates—and 1 live off cam­
pus in an eight-person house. Needless 
to say, after 1 went and hooked up with 
her roommate, I decided to change my 
relationship status.
If you find yourself in a similar 
pickle, then 1 say do what I did. But if 
the fight was over something big, then 1 
have no idea what you should do—ex­
cept stop being such a baby and start 
stalking freshmen on Facebook because 
relationship or not, it’s a good time.
PEACE. I’M OUT.
Portfolio
Facebook does it define  
your love life 
"This Week 







Sometimes poetry can look a little bland. That’s why the 
Portfolio staff has decided to spice it up for the week, sort of 
like that local you meet on Spring Break. So here's a gift from 




it vanity, but I 
prefer to think of 
it as bravery. It’s an 
exploration of the depths 
of one’s determination—Oh, 
you might think you can take 
it. You might tell yourself you 
have feet of steel. But, sooner or 
later you’ll discover: until you slip 
on a pair of those stilettos and attempt by Jennifer McCafferty ’07
to walk more than two feet beyond the Portfolio Staff
comfort of your home, you can’t merely 
dismiss such madness as a social whim 
or as a construct of simple vanity. No,
friend. Shoes are not a game. They test 
limits. Your band-aids are futile against the
angry blisters that will ruthlessly ravage your
heels, and the two feet you’ve relied on for your
entire life will begin to protest feebly, offering up
prayers to Mighty Toenelius, god of podiatry, for the
blessed miracle of masseuses and fleece-lined slippers.
So, why do we wear high heels? Why do we torture our feet,
crippling ourselves? Perhaps ... there is a bit of struggling artist in all of
us. Our inner Van Gogh’s secretly long to suffer for the sake of stunning
beauty— Well, I guess that’s why my feet look like something by Picasso.
Something beautiful
by Kristina Reardon ’08 






I know I can see, shining in almost every face 
That there is something greater than books and 






But I know 
Because I 







gin and tonic 
singing Jimmy Buffett 
til the.breeze picks up enough to 
sail home 
by Erin Kelly ’06 
Portfolio Staff
Kings of the Chesapeake
Blue crabs 
Cling to pilings 
Eat barnacles for lunch 
We scoop them up for dinner. They 
Don’t mind.
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Sweet sixteen seventeen
Kite





it would be good 
for carrying dreams 
and letting them soar 
and sending our hopes 
up with a prayer 































by Christine Bagley ’06
Managing Editor
So we all for me, the number 17 is my lucky
Have our charm. Not that anything out of the
Favorite ordinary occurred on the 17th day
Good luck of any month,
Whatevers, except of course,
Right???? my birthday—
A lucky... in the glorious
Pen for an month of April,
Exam, or a but, we’ll leave
Shiny penny. that for another
How about poem. 17 is just
A four leaf a random ly-fun
Clover that digit. It’s up there
Took hours in fun with 46. So,
To find in call it superstition,
A patch of but no other good





by Dan Meehan ’07
Portfolio Staff
Survivors trail with lines on their faces. 
Skulk together, lonely in the most pub­
lic of places. Sentenced together, survi­
vors, creatures of doom, tomorrow, fu­
ture tense. Lined together down the 
streets like pickets on a fence. Bloody 
fingers, survivors, television black and 
white. Severed, suffered, shudder un­
der roofs, together survivors, better 
weathered. Curled, Dazed, Aged survi­
vors of dawn, lawn of flags, medals, past 
tense. Social Security, lives measured in 
dollars and cents. Tempest called upon 
survivors, eroded rocks beach pushing 
back street sprawling, spasm fake fash­
ion, plastic cellular phones, funeral 
home, survivor fathoms beneath the 
sea. Survivor living room, closing in, 
packing down. Tunnel lights, midnight, 
fights, glory, paved streets corroded, 
dreams imploded, ash colored survivor. 
Family members, Fathers, Mothers, il­
legitimate founders, life formers, sur­
vivors, truth seekers, God believers, 
killers, survivors, nine in the morning, 
surviving life. "Can t run tubs anymore. 
I feel like a ghost on Sunday nights when 
it's cold and the house is dark. I look up 
the stairs and see cold and when I walk 
up to turn the knob on the tub, I shiver. I 
get the chills from the things I see and hear 
on the front lawn. It’s all negative, I know, 
but it haunts me like a ghost, it really 
does. ”
Events of the day I cracked my eggs: 
A morning of voices and red light, red 
light, red eyes, red blood spilled like 
guts. I fried my eggs and imagined 
those people with a yellow brain, red 
blood in their veins. You see, I live with 
characters that are marshmallow—no 
blood, no eyes no eggs to crack. 
They’ve left the pan and returned to 
the shell. They don’t hide, only refuse 
to exist. In my mind, I suppose they’re 
taken care of. So I crack my eggs and 
cook them, brew coffee and await the 
sacking as they stuff a sock in my 
mouth. Stop talking to me Vollmanl 
I’ve never been to Cambodia or 
Bangkok forthat matter. I don’t hang 
around prostitutes either—if I did I 
wouldn’t be in this kitchen. You taught 
me the rules forming the edges of the 
salted sun. We must swallow it whole. 
Oh, but now that I can see with the 
lights out, it must be time to go. Sur­
vival first and foremost, gasoline fin­
gertips stained like framed murder. 
My red blood bubbles, a fire is lit once 
again causing an explosion from the 
escaped, overcooked center of their 
rubber souls
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How do you plan on spending 
your Spring Break?
“Going to Cleveland, Ohio.” “Virginia!”
Hadley Pennington ’09 Moira Kelley ’09
“Workin’.”
Ben Werth ’09
“Going to Arizona with my roommate to visit her uncle.” 
Christina Walton ’08
“Heading to Georgia to visit my sister for a few days.” 
Emanuel Vasconcelos ’06
Bruno Tonioli
I’m going home to Italy to dance 
and to be ... so sexy
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Friars Scoreboard
_ Scores — Standings — Statistics — Schedules — Standouts
Standouts
Katelyn Laffin
Women’s Ice Hockey 
Senior—Norwell, Mass.
Laffin notched three points in a weekend 
series with Connecticut, including a goal 
and an assist in the 5-2 win on Sunday that 
helped the Friars clinch a spot in the 
Hockey East conference Tournament. The 




Curry continued his outstanding play for 
the Friars this past week, posting a career 
Big East high of 24 points to go along with 
seven assists against Pitt on Saturday.
Curry is making a strong case for the Big 
East All-Rookie team in a stellar first year.
Scores
Friday 2/24
Men’s Hockey vs. New Hampshire T, 2-2
Tennis at UMass-Lowell L, 7-0
Saturday 2/25
Lacrosse vs. Dartmouth L, 15-12
Women’s Basketball vs. DePaul L, 74-68
Women’s Hockey at Connecticut L, 2-1
Men’s Hockey at New Hampshire L, 4-1
Men’s Basketball at Pittsburgh L, 81-68
Women’s" Indoor Track at
New England Championships 10th of 32
Men’s Indoor Track at
New England Championships 9th of 33
Sunday 2/26
Women’s Hockey vs. Connecticut W, 5-2
Tuesday 2/28
Women’s Basketball at Louisville L, 75-64
Wednesday 3/1
Men’s Basketball vs. Notre Dame L, 82-75
Schedules
Friday 3/3
Men’s Hockey at Merrimack




Men’s Hockey vs. Merrimack 6:30 p.m.
Lacrosse at Vermont 1.00 p.m.
Men’s Basketball at Marquette
Women’s Hockey vs. Boston College (Hockey
2:00 p.m.
East Semifinals at Northeastern Univ.) 3:00 p.m.
Sunday 3/5
8:50 a.m.Softball vs. Tennessee State (Ocoee, Fla.)
Softball vs. Sacred Heart (Ocoee, Fla.) 
Women’s Hockey vs. New Hampshire/Maine
(Hockey East Championship)
10:40 a.m.
Men’s Indoor Track at IC4A Championships TBA
Women’s Indoor Track at EC AC Championships TBA
Monday 3/6
Softball vs. Holy Cross (Ocoee, Fla.) 8:50 a.m.
Softball vs. Monmouth (Ocoee, Fla.) 12:30 p.m.
Monday 3/6 -
Softball vs. Yale (Ocoee, Fla.) 8:50 a.m.
Softball vs. St. Joseph’s (Ocoee, Fla.) 12:30 p.m.
Standings
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Lacrosse drops a close one to Dartmouth
MEN’S 
LACROSSE
by Greg Hartwell ’07 
Sports Staff
The Providence College Men’s La­
crosse team beared the chilled air against 
No. 17 Dartmouth Big Green this past 
Saturday, and as snow fell in the second 
half so did PC, 15-12.
“It was a tough 
game for us,” said jun­
ior defenseman, cap­
tain James Courier. “We went out there 
with a desire to win and over the course 
of the game we lost some of our momen­
tum and ended up losing the game.”
As the whistle blew to mark the start 
of the season, both teams came ready to 
play. Dartmouth would end up striking 
first late in the first period as Dartmouth 
golden boy Jamie Coffin would make his 
first of seven goals on the day. Just a 
minute later the Friars would capitalize 
on a man-up situation and net their first 
goal via freshman attackman Bobby 
Labadini.
The first quarter was evenly matched 
with Dartmouth leading the way and the 
Friars mustering a rebuttal. After every 
goal the Big Green would net, senior 
midfielder Mark Seyer, junior midfielder 
Mark Dillon, and senior midfielder/ 
attackman Mike Farley retaliated with 
their own respective goals for PC.
As the first quarter drew to a close, it 
was a 4-4 draw before the Friars were 
able to pull away for a 6-5 lead in the 
second. Providence senior attackman 
Jonathon Hollister scored back-to-back 
goals to provide PC with the lead. Dart­
mouth, however, would answer with a 
four-goal spurt for a 9-6 advantage at the 
half and never looked back from there.
“We made a couple mistakes, and had 
a couple of mental errors that ended up 
really costing us,” said Head Coach Chris 
Burdick. “There was a big two goal 
swing in the second quarter; in our clear­
ing situation we hope to get a fast-break
Friars fall to Lowell
by Ryan Holt ’09
Sports Staff
Th is weekend was a tough one for the 
Providence College Women’s Tennis 
team. On Saturday, the Friars traveled 
to UMass-Lowell, and were defeated 7-
0. The loss drops the 
WOMEN’S team’s record to 3-5 this
TENNIS season.
“UMass is an ex­
tremely talented team,” said Coach 
Wayne Turner.
Indeed they were; not only did the 
Lady River Hawks win every match in 
singles play, but they also won them in 
straight sets. In addition, they swept the 
three doubles contests in Saturday’s 
match.
Though not evident from the score, 
Saturday was positive for the Friars.
“In the singles, we competed at a high 
level, much better than at Marist,” said 
Turner. “I’m proud of the team—it was 
a strong showing against a good team.”
As previously reported, the Friars are 
a young team. So far this season, they 
have usually been less experienced than 
their opponents.
Still, Turner believed, his team 
showed further improvement. They 
fought hard, but fell to a tough opponent.
In doubles, though they were swept, 
the Friars had a strong showing, provid­
ing a challenge to the River Hawks. Jun­
ior Jen Daigle and senior Sara Bitetti fell 
8-3 to Lowell’s No. 1 duo. At the No. 2 
slot, juniors Andrea Lee and Kerry 
Schultz lost 8-0. In the third and final 
slot, freshmen Meghan Gilroy and 
Ashley Rissolo were defeated 8-4.
“We played well in the doubles,” said 
Turner. “Even though they took the 
doubles, we did well; it was one of our 
best showings.”
Turner summed up Saturday by say­
Senior Marc Seyer netted two goals for the Friars this past Saturday in their 
first game of the season against Dartmouth.
and ended up under-thro wing the pass. 
That and penalties opened up opportu­
nities for them to take advantage of.”
With two more Coffin goals to help 
boost the Dartmouth score, the third 
quarter began and ended on the same 
note for the Friars. The only sign of life 
was when senior midfielder Tom Kelly 
made the first of his three unassisted 
goals. In lieu of this effort, Dartmouth 
would close out the quarter with another 
goal by capitalizing on a man-up situa­
tion with 16 seconds remaining in the 
period.
Dartmouth would start the fourth 
quarter the same as the others, notching 
another goal. But, shortly after, PC 
started its rally. Kelly posted his second 
goal at 11:22, which sparked two more 
unanswered goals. After Kelly’s unas­
sisted goal, sophomore Devin McBride 
was assisted by Ryan and Kelly posted 
his third unassisted goal on the day for 
ing, “They (UMass) were just a good 
team, especially in singles.”
In singles play, the Friars were, as in 
doubles, swept. The team did not win a 
set in singles competition.
Competing with experienced and tal­
ented teams, such as UMass and other 
past opponents, has certainly provided 
valuable experience for the young Fri­
ars. This gives them the opportunity to 
further their skills for future competition.
“I think that they’ve^een exposed to 
some good tennis teams,” said Turner. 
“It’s important to get exposed to these 
good teams. I thought we’d have another 
win or two by now, but we’re young and 
facing a lot of good schools.”
Like the rest of Providence College, 
the tennis team has next week off. How­
ever, like most of their athletic counter­
parts, Spring Break means some sort of 
responsibility. For many on the tennis 
team, it means a trip to California to work 
on their skills.
When they return, the Friars resume 
their schedule—but the road ahead is not 
an easy one for the Friars.
“We’ve got some more tough ones 
coming up,” Turner admitted.
However, things may be improving 
record-wise in the weeks ahead. Soon, 
the Friars will begin outdoor play— 
which Turner believes is good for them.
“We are an outdoor team; we’re more 
comfortable and happier outdoors,” he 
said.
The Friars return to competition on 
Sunday, March 19, when they travel to 
New Jersey to face St. Peter’s and 
Temple, both in one day.
“Temple is a very good team,” said 
Turner. “I think St. Peter’s is very com­
petitive, especially at the top.”
The road ahead should be interesting, 
yet Turner remains optimistic about the 
future.
“I want to go into this looking for two 
wins.”
the Friars.
Farley and Seyer each posted a goal 
before time expired, but despite the Friar 
effort, the five goal rally left Providence 
short of a victory. The Big Green would 
ride Coffin’s 10 points off of seven goals 
and three assists to their 15-12 victory.
Senior Captain Ron Westgate made 
10 saves in goal for Providence and al­
lowed 14 goals. Westgate and freshman 
Robert Bryan combined for a total of 11 
saves on the day in goal for the Friars, 
while Pat Marshall made nine saves for 
Dartmouth.
“This was the first step in a long sea­
son,” said Courter. “We made some mis­
takes and we know what we have to work 
on. We are just going to take one game 
at a time and right now we have to focus 
on Vermont before we can start to worry 
about the MAAC championship.”
In the preseason Coaches’ Poll, re­
leased Feb 15, Providence was expected 
to finish fourth out of the nine teams in 
the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference 
(MAAC). Marist is the favored team to 
win the league for the 2006 season.
“We want to win the MAAC Cham­
pionships,” said Burdick. “Ranks don’t 
mean a whole lot to us. We feel that we 
are good enough to win the conference, 
and that is what we are here for.”
The Friars won the MAAC regular­
season title out-right for the 2005 sea­
son, with a 7-1 conference record. Ex­
pected to help lead the Friars out of the 
fourth slot to another championship are 
senior attackman Hollister and junior 
defenseman Courter, who have both been 
selected to the 11-man Preseason All- 
MAAC team.
Hollister finished the 2005 season tied 
for first on the team in scoring with 32
CLASSIFIEDS
Apartments for Rent 
Many 3-12 bed recently 
renovated apartments and 
houses available. Houses on 
Oakland, Pembroke, Eaton, 
Pinehurst, and Tyndall. 
Many have new baths, hard­
woods, parking, and laundry. 
Some available with phone, 
cable, and high speed 
internet jacks in every room. 
Call 952-0966 for details. 
LOOKING FOR A PLACE OFF-CAMPUS?
Great house for group of 4-5. Comer of Admiral St. and 
Huxley Ave. Off-street parking, washer/dryer, DW, alarm, 
porch, fireplace, and more. Call M. Perry 334-4045.
points on 23 goals and nine assists. He 
was a First-Team All-MAAC selection 
for PC in 2005 and Second-Team selec­
tion in 2004. His 23 goals in 2005 
marked a single-season career-high and 
Hollister is 20 points short of becoming 
the 19th player in Providence lacrosse 
history to eclipse the 100-point mark in 
a career.
“We are proud of our players, but 
each guy on this team is as important as 
the next guy,” said Burdick. “Steve Gerry 
for instance isn’t on the All-MAAC team 
but is just as valuable as Jim Courter is.”
The Friars are led this year by a con­
fident group of captains comprised of 
Westgate, Courter, junior Peter Littell, 
and junior Jason Trout.
At the head of the reigns is Westgate 
who begins his third season as a team 
captain. Westgate’s resume includes his 
help in guiding the Friars to two regular 
season and one conference championship 
in the MAAC, as well as an NCAA tour­
nament appearance.
Another who is not a stranger to the 
role of a captain is Courter, as this marks 
his second season as captain. Being that, 
Courter was a part of the MAAC Cham­
pionship team defense that was ranked 
fifth in the nation, and was named to the 
MAAC Second Team as a sophomore.
Trout will make the jump from assis­
tant captain to co-captain, while Littell 
will begin his first season leading the 
Friars this year. Trout is coming off two 
injury plagued seasons with the Friars. 
Likewise, Littell has seen limited action 
throughout his first two seasons, but is 
expected to replace graduate Andrew 
McMinn in the goal to see considerable 
action this year.
With new leadership and experienced 
veterans Providence is prepared to make 
another run for the MAAC Champion­
ship title. It is within reach but it all starts 
with the first step, as the Friars focus their 
attention on this coming weekend.
“Vermont is pretty solid defensively,” 
said Burdick. “Last year we had some 
trouble against them at the face-off ‘X’ 
and we feel that we can expect the same 
this year. They graduated their goalie so 
the new one has some pretty big shoes to 
fill. We are going to have to control 
Layton and play strong D.”
While the rest of the PC enjoys its 
Spring Break, the Friars are on the road 
this Saturday at Vermont. PC is also 
scheduled to face off versus Yale before 
the break ends.
“Bottom-line, we play ourselves ev­
ery week,” said Burdick. “We gave the 
game away against Dartmouth. We hope 
to win this weekend; we aim to take away 
the win from the others than give it away 
to them.”
Apartment for Rent!
Pembroke Ave near PC 2nd 
and 3rd floors: 3 Large 
Bedrooms, new kitchen 
appliances, stove, refrigera­
tor, dishwasher, new gas 
baseboard heat, and gas hot 
water, new bathrooms. 
Secure area with lighted 
parking. $1,200.00 per 
month Call 274-7763
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Postseason dreams ended for Friars
by Erin Redihan ’08
Sports Staff
The Providence College Women’s 
Basketball team was defeated this past 
Saturday on Senior Day, which marked 
the team’s last home game of the season. 
Yet it also signified 
WOMEN’S the end of a season that 
HOOPS is a stark contrast to the 
Friars of one year ago, 
when Providence won only a single 
game.
But despite the Friars 74-68 loss to 
DePaul on Saturday and a subsequent 
75-64 defeat at Louisville on Tuesday, 
the team has made substantial improve­
ments from the team it was in January— 
which had not won a Big East game in 
more than two years.
Adding to the team’s successes this 
season was the presence of fifth year se­
nior Gayle Nwafili, who missed all of the 
2004-05 season due to an injury. Nwafili 
made the most of her last game in 
Mullaney Gymnasium with 17 points and 
six blocks against nationally ranked No. 
14 DePaul.
“Gayle was really important,” said 
junior Shauna Snyder who finished the 
game with 19 points to lead the Friars. 
“She played really well and gave it her 
all.”
Before the game, Nwafili and 
Providence’s only other senior, Allie 
Gard, were honored.
“Yeah, we tried to make Senior Day 
special,” stated Snyder. “We knew that 
this is it and we gave it our all for them. 
We tried to end the season on a positive 
note so we played hard and kept it close.”
The Blue Demons took a four-point 
lead into the locker room at halftime, but 
the Friars stayed with them throughout 
the second half. The Demons’ win moved 
them into a tie for third place in the Big 
East and kept them in the national polls,
_______________
KEVIN TASS1N1 '06/The Cowl
Junior Shauna Snyder led Providence with 19 points against DePaul this 
past Saturday in the Friars’ final home game this season. Snyder added 
another 12 points for PC on Tuesday in their on-the-road loss to Louisville.
while PC’s loss essentially ended their 
quest for the Big East tournament.
“This game showed we can play 
against everyone, even ranked teams,” 
said Snyder.
Providence then traveled to Louisville 
to close out their season against the fifth- 
ranked team in the Big East (10-6, 19-8 
overall). Even though Louisville con­
trolled most of the game, the Friars cut 
the lead to eight after being down 63-44 
with five minutes left in the second half.
But unfortunately, Providence could 
not finish the comeback. In her final 
game as a Friar, Nwafili led PC with 19 
points, including two three-pointers. 
Providence’s other senior, Allie Gard, 
also had two threes to give her six points 
on the night. Junior Shauna Snyder added 
12 points while freshmen Chelsea 
Marandola and Shantee Darrian added, 
nine rebounds a piece. Marandola also 
added nine points in the loss.
Even with the two losses to end the 
season, the Friars finished decidedly bet­
ter than their last few seasons. Provi­
dence ended its season 3-13 in the Big 
East, tied for 13th place in the league. 
The Friars were left just one spot out of 
qualifying for the Big East Tournament. 
On the whole, the Friars were 8-19, a vast 
improvement from last season’s record 
of 1 -27. It looks like this team has quite 
a promising future with young prospects, 
a new coaching staff, and only two gradu­
ating seniors.
Army—up close
On Monday, Behind the Bench: The 
Tim Army Show made its debut in 
McPhail’s. This was the first of a series, 
which will continue possibly later this 
year, and certainly in years to come.
The crowd at McPhail’s posed its 
questions to first year Men’s Hockey 
Coach Tim Army, generating candid and 
well-thought responses.
The Men’s Hockey team has played 
exceptionally well this season—certainly 
far above preseason expectations. The 
Friars, who were picked to finish eighth 
in the Hockey East, are currently fifth 
with one weekend left, and are fighting 
for home ice in the opening round of the 
conference tournament.
Army’s high-paced, aggressive strat­
egy has not only earned victories this sea­
son, but has also greatly increased the 
team’s popularity. The Friars have sold 
out several games this season and have 
been ranked as high as No. 9 in the na­
tional polls.
The show, which was sponsored by 
the Department of Athletics and sports 
marketing, was hosted by WDOM per­
sonality and Cowl sports writer Ryan 
Holt ’09. Holt’s co-hosts, also WDOM 
personalities, were Nicholas Hemond 
’09 and Richard Treleaven ’09. The trio 
host The Sports Perspective, which airs 
every Thursday at 4:45 p.m.
The issues discussed ranged from 
personnel to facilities; in addition to past 
and future opponents, fans (particularly 
student interaction), and overall team 
strategy were addressed by the coach.
The show will air on PCTV after 
spring break for members of the Provi­
dence College community who missed 
the event.
The organizers of the show are cur­
rently negotiating future show 
possibilities for this month and the sports 
marketing group members said they hope 
the success launches future shows with 
other sports at PC.
—compiled by Stephanie LaCharite ’06
LOOKING FOR AN 
EXCITING JOB? 
GOOD. BECAUSE
light housekeeping. Willingness to travel with the 
family is needed. The ideal candidate is kind, 
energetic, has first aid/CPR training, has traveled 
abroad, swimmer, non-smoker, and is a dual 
national EU/USA.
RED BULL IS 




This is the family that hosted the Frosh welcomes for PC ‘07, 
‘08, and ‘09 in their Manhattan apartment. 
If you meet most of the requirements and are curious, please 
e-mail a cover letter and resume to:
Caron. Young@btinter net.com. Reference The Cowl in the 
subject of the e-mail.
This can be a great opportunity for the right candidate!
To find out more and to apply go to www.redbullu.com 
or text the word SBM to 72855
220* Red ball North Amerira. Ibk. AM tijjm rrwrrd.
Summer Live-In Position!
PC alumna is seeking a general mother’s helper for the sum 
mer. The family has a one year-old daughter and resides pri­
marily in London, England. During the summer, they 
spend 2 months at the Monmouth Co., New Jersey Shore. 
May and June likely to be spend in London and Ireland.
Looking for a friendly, responsible young lady to 
issist mom with childcare, casual entertaining, and
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NCAA’s await Friars Hoops: Fall to Pitt, Irish
by Bradley Chen ’08
Guest Writer
With the Big East Indoor Track 
Championship as the main focus of the 
season, the PC track team had a chance 
to fme-tune at the New England Cham­
pionships and prepare for 
INDOOR the final event of the win- 
TRACK ter season, the NCAA 
Championships. The PC 
women’s team finished 10th out of 31 
teams, while the men placed ninth in the 
field of 33 teams.
While many runners, including se­
niors Mary Cullen and Martin Fagan and 
junior Meghan Owen, did not participate 
at the New England Championships held 
in Boston, PC still had much individual 
success. Some of the highlights included 
freshman Katie DiCamillo winning the 
women’s mile in 4:55:22, while senior 
Joe Dionne captured the 5,000 meter race 
with a time of 14:33:91. Senior Richard 
Jones finished second in the men’s 800 
meters in 1:51:68.
Finally, sophomore Max Smith, who 
dominated the Big East mile two weeks 
ago, raced in the 3,000 meter and fin­
ished with a time of 7:56:52 that was 
good enough not only to crush the field, 
but also to shock Head Coach Ray 
Treacy.
“The 3,000 meter race is relatively a 
new race for Max, and he completely 
outran the competition and even lapped 
the field. This should give him a lot of 
confidence for the upcoming events,” he 
said.
Treacy knew the New England’s were 
going to be used only for some individu­
als to work out some kinks, while many 
of the runners would rest up for IC4A’s, 
ECAC’s and the NCAA championships.
“This event was to get certain indi­
viduals where they need to be for the fu­
ture races,” he said.
Treacy was certainly happy with his 
team’s performance, saying that, “racing 
well and peaking at the end of the sea­
son is the most important factor, which 
is what we’re doing.”
With great individual success at the 
Big East and now the New England 
Championships, many PC runners will 
get a chance to capture upcoming events 
and put themselves in a position to com­
pete for national titles.
Fagan, who did not race last week but 
won the 5,000 meter and 3,000 meter 
events in the Big East, hopes to get a 
chance to repeat in Arkansas, March 10- 
11 at the NCAA’s. Fagan has already 
gained his qualifying time for the 5,000 
meter and is on the bubble with the 3,000 
meter.
“I should receive word some time this 
week whether or not I’ve qualified for 
the 3,000 meter,” he said. “I just hope 1 
get the chance to race and prove 1 can 
win it.”
Treacy said he believes that Fagan 
will get in, and he also has high hopes 
for Cullen.
“Mary is favored to win the 5,000 
meter, though it will be very competi­
tive. It would be quite an accomplish­
ment for this program, because Kim 
Smith won the 5,000 meter title in 
2004,”—which would give PC the event 
two times in the past three years. Cullen 
has also qualified for the 3,000 meter 
event.
All that remains to be seen is if the 
fine tuning and rest will pay off big so 
the team can peak at the NCAA’s.
The men’s and women’s teams will 
compete in different competitions in their 
final preparations for the NCAA Cham­
pionships, but the venue will be the same. 
The men will take part in the IC4A 
Championships this weekend, while the 
women will participate in the ECAC 
Championships. Both meets are at the 
Reggie Lewis Center in Boston.
continued from back page
threes, but that left our big men in one- 
on-one situations.”
And while Notre Dame is certainly 
not known for its inside game, that was 
what carried them to victory. The Irish 
still shot 9-for-19 from 3-point land, but 
it was the inside tandem of Torin Francis 
and Rob Kurz which torched the Friars 
for a combined 10 offensive rebounds, 
while Francis himself finished with 18 
points.
“Their inside guys really went to 
work,” Welsh said. “They got us on the 
glass. 1 think it was the first game in 
seven games that we were beaten on the 
boards ... we just didn’t do the job in 
the paint tonight.”
If that’s our best effort, 
then we’re in trouble.
We’ve played a lot better 
than this down the stretch; 
we didn’t play very well. 
Head Coach Tim Welsh
The loss means that PC’s record sits 
at 12-14 overall, with a 5-10 mark in the 
Big East. The Friars are currently in a 
three-way tie for 12th place with Notre 
Dame and St. John’s.
There were some bright spots for the 
Friars. Curry finished with 25 points on 
10-for-21 shooting, while McGrath man­
aged nine and five assists on Senior Night 
at the Dunk.
While Saturday’s game at Pittsburgh 
may have been, on paper, another oppor­
tunity for the Friars to grab that crucial 
sixth conference win, in reality it was a 
game the Panthers were very unlikely to 
lose. Boasting a 14-0 home record this 
year to go along with their top-10 rank­
ing, Pitt jumped on the Friars early, re­
lentlessly pounding the ball inside to 7- 
foot center Aaron Gray.
The Friars actually got to within eight 
at one point in the second half, but that 
was as close as they would come.
As disappointing as that was for the 
Friars, it was clear that Wednesday’s loss 
was that much more of a heartbreaker. 
PC had hoped to exact revenge for a 92- 
77 thrashing it took in South Bend in 
January, but instead found itself swept 
in the season series by the Fighting Irish.
Even more disappointing may be the 
fact that, with their season on the line, 
the Friars failed to play their best bas­
ketball.
“If that’s our best effort, then we’re 
in trouble,” Welsh said. “We’ve played 
a lot better than this down the stretch; 
we didn’t play very well.”
Still, the Friars insist they’re not giv­
ing up.
“The kids are disappointed, (and) I’m 
disappointed, but the Big East Tourna­
ment did not start today. We’ve got an­
other basketball game—we’re going to 
get on the plane and try to go win on 
Saturday,” Welsh said.
“We’ve got to refocus,” Curry said. 
“We can’t just lay down and pout. We’ve 
got to go into Marquette with a lot of 
fire and intensity, try to do whatever we 
can to get the win.”
As dire as things may seem, the Fri­
ars aren’t quite out of it yet. A win at 
Marquette would give the Friars a chance 
at New York, but they would still be reli­
ant on other results and a favorable 
tiebreaking scenario.
The Big East tiebreakers look more 
complicated than some chemical reac­
tions, so it is still too early to tell what 
the Friars need to lock up a postseason 
berth.
Still, it is hard not to think that the 
Friars may have let their opportunity slip 
away on Wednesday against the Irish.
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Friars clinch playoff birth in third, send Huskies home
by Drew Goucher ’08
Sports Staff
In desperate need of a win to clinch a 
berth in the Hockey East Playoffs, the 




back from Saturday 
afternoon’s loss to post 
a 5-2 win over the Uni­
versity of Connecticut 
Huskies on Sunday. 
The win, the Friars’ 11th in league play, 
qualified them for the Hockey East Play­
offs, where they are seeded third and will 
face the Boston College Eagles in the 
first round.
Providence (17-13-4, 11-8-2 Hockey 
East) did not start the weekend very 
promisingly, as the offense struggled yet 
again during a 2-1 loss on Feb. 25. Fol­
lowing a recent trend, Providence was 
unable to get on the board until late in 
the third period with netminder Jana 
Bugden pulled for an extra attacker. 
Sophomore defenseman Kathleen Smith 
deposited her fifth goal of the season, 
with assists credited to senior Katelynn 
Laffin and freshman Erin Normore. The 
lone goal proved to be too-little-too-late, 
however, as UConn had already scored 
early in the first and third periods to take 
a lead that proved insurmountable. De­
spite outshooting UConn 36-30, the Fri­
ars were only able to find the back of the 
net the once, and a 17 shot outburst in 
the third was met with little success other 
than Smith’s goal.
At the other end of the ice, Bugden 
was strong. She posted 28 saves in al­
lowing the two goals, and made several 
outstanding saves, particularly early in 
the game, when UConn peppered the net 
with 14 first period shots.
The 2-1 defeat at the hands of the 
Connecticut Huskies left the Friars in a 
tough position on Sunday. Luckily, they 
were facing the very team trying to nudge 
them out of the playoff picture. As such, 
they were in control of their own des-
Men and Women Needed for 
Alcohol Drinking Research Study
The Center for Alcohol and Addiction Studies at Brown 
University is examining the effects of a medication on 
responses to drinking and alcohol related cues. Study 
participation will involve several outpatient visits 
over approximately a 6-week period.
Earn-up to $500 for completing the study
You must be 21-65 years old, a regular drinker, and 
not seeking treatment for alcohol problems.
Call Amy or JP at (401) 444-1807
KEVIN TASSINI ’06/The Cowl
Senior Katelynn Laffin registered one goal and one assist this past weekend 
for three points in the Friars’ weekend series against Connecticut.
tiny. And in a game that was very close 
for the first two periods, it was Provi­
dence that ultimately pulled away, with 
three third-period goals, to clinch third 
place and play spoilers to UConn, who 
finished in fifth place—two points out 
of the final playoff berth—which was 
claimed by Maine, who will play top- 
ranked UNH.
Once again, it was Smith getting the 
red light fired up, as she fired home a 
quick one time shot off a feed from team­
mate Jenna Keilch, who had skated 
around behind the UConn net.
But UConn was determined to put up 
a fight once the second period started, 
scoring two goals in quick succession in 
four minutes. PC responded to this chal­
lenge at 16:02 of the second with a 
powerplay marker, as Laffin connected 
with the man advantage. The goal 
marked the first time that she posted a 
double digit goal total during her career 
at Providence College. Smith and senior
captain Karen Thatcher picked up the 
helpers on the play.
After the buzzer sounded to end the 
second with the score tied at 2, the Fri­
ars proved ready to take the fight to the 
Huskies. UConn had registered a stag­
Hockey: MC this weekend
continued from back page
penalty-killing by UNH made their fans 
go even crazier. It was 3-0 UNH after 
two.
The Wildcats effectively ended it 
early in the third—all four goals were in 
the first six minutes of the period—when 
they scored their final goal at 3:43 to go 
up 4-0.
PC kept fighting, and freshman cen­
ter Nick Mazzolini put PC on the board 
with his sixth of the year at 14:01 from 
Wild and junior right wing Colin 
McDonald to make it 4-1. But that’s the 
way it would end. UNH led 24-22 in 
shots and Sims had 20 stops.
“Probably the worst thing that could 
have happened to us was we needed to 
get through the first 10 minutes of the 
game 0-0 and they scored twice in the 
early minutes of the game and then 
you’re kind of chasing your tail at 2-0, 
trying to come from behind on the road,” 
said Army.
The Friars and any visiting team at 
the Whittemore Center have to get used 
to the big dimensions: the International 
style 200 ft. by 100 ft. rink, as opposed 
to Schneider and most American rinks, 
which are 200 ft. by 85 ft. Mazzolini 
felt that while the size was a factor at 
gering 22 shots in the period against 
Bugden (helped by a few PC penalties), 
and Bugden had managed to stop more 
than 90 percent of them. Ironically 
enough, UConn would only manage six 
shots between the first and third periods 
combined, as Bugden would go on to fin­
ish with 26 saves.
But the third period belonged to the 
Friars. They outshot the Huskies 19-3 in 
the stanza, and lit the lamp three times 
to run the score to a final of 5-2. Normore 
and junior Sonny Watrous both collected 
even strength tallies—Normore’s from 
sophomore Cherie Hendrickson and 
freshman Brittney Lomond, and 
Watrous’s from freshman Katy Beach 
and sophomore Kelli Doolin. Senior 
Ashley Payton would later add her 14th 
of the season into an empty net, from 
Laffin and freshman Brittany Simpson, 
to hammer the final nail into UConn’s 
playoff hopes.
With the Hockey East regular season 
complete, the playoffs begin this week 
end at Northeastern’s Matthews Arena. 
It will feature Saturday semifinal 
matchups of Providence and Boston 
College, and UNH and Maine. The two 
winners will meet on Sunday at 1:00 
p.m., and will be televised on NESN.
first, it didn’t remain one for long.
“The first half of the first period it 
effected us,” he said, “ft took a little 
getting used to, but after that, both teams 
are playing on the same ice so I mean 
it’s more or less who wants it more.”
UNH plays a home and home series 
with BC this weekend, while PC travels 
to North Andover, Mass, to play 
Merrimack on Friday before the teams 
meet again on Saturday at Schneider.
Saturday is also Senior Night, the last 
regular season home game for the Friars 
seniors: Nate Meyers, James Pemberton 
and Torry Gajda. The Friars hope to grab 
two wins this weekend, but in all prob­
ability they will be seeing UNH in the 
first round of the playoffs.
Coach Army, for one, would be fine 
with that.
“I like the way we match up with 
UNH. That doesn’t guarantee winning 
two out of three but 1 certainly think we’ll 
compete very well with them if we do 
play them in the playoffs—and it looks 
like we’re going to. ft just depends on 
where we’re going to play them whether 
it’s here or up there,” he said.
Mazzolini agrees with Army, and 
thinks the Friars feel confident about the 
Wildcats.
“I’d say we have real similar teams, 
offensive teams,” he said. “Both teams 
like to come out and get a lot of shots. 
We just have to take the body and slow 
them down to do what we need to do.”
With two games left to go in the regu­
lar season for all teams, Providence is in 
fifth place with 29 points. Boston Col­
lege is first with 35 points, Boston Uni­
versity and Maine are tied for second 
with 33 points and UNH checks in with 
31 points for the fourth spot.
The last two games of the regular sea­
son for PC are against Merrimack, the 
last place team in Hockey East and have 
no shot at making the conference play­
offs. Still, the Warriors should not be 
taken lightly, as they only lost to Maine 
2-1 this past Saturday and have beaten 
UNH and Vermont this season. It’s their 
last games of the season and they’d like 
nothing better than to play the role of the 
spoiler.
“I’m sure they would like nothing 
more—not being in the playoffs—to at 
least go into the off-season knocking us 
out of a home-ice berth,” he said. “This 
is sort of like a playoff-round for them.” 
To beat Merrimack twice, the Friars 
have to “do what we were doing back 
around Christmas time,” according to 
Norton. “Apply the pressure, get shots, 
drive to the net and hopefully we can get 
up by a few goals right away and then 
just keep going from there and we should 
be fine.”
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No luck for PC as
by Kevin O’Brien ’07
Asst. Sports Editor
Maybe it’s youth. Maybe it’s the short 
bench. Maybe the bounces just didn't 
go their way.
Whatever it is, the Providence Col­
lege Men’s Basketball
MEN’S team couldn't done 
HOOPS      when they needed to.
The Friars fell to Pitts­
burgh, 81-68 on Saturday, and then 
dropped a heartbreaker to the hard-luck 
Notre Dame Fighting Irish by the score 
of 82-75 on Wednesday. While the 
former loss may have been somewhat 
expected—Pitt is, after all, the No. 10 
team in the nation—the latter certainly 
hurt for the Friars, who now find them­
selves a long shot to qualify for the Big 
East Tournament next week.
“It’s a really disappointing situation 
right now,” senior guard Donnie 
McGrath said, for whom Notre Dame 
marked the last home game of his career. 
“But come tomorrow, it has to be behind 
us.”
McGrath put on a brave face, but it 
was a loss that will certainly leave a mark. 
Knowing that a win would virtually guar­
antee a spot in New York, the Friars came 
out firing early against Notre Dame, roll­
ing up a 10-2 lead and looking every bit 
the part of Big East tourney participant.
But the Irish responded with an 11-3 
run of their own, and the game remained 
basically a back-and-forth affair until 
midway through the second half. ND did 
grab a 42-32 advantage at one point in 
the opening stanza, but the Friars cut that 
to 42-38 heading into halftime.
The turning point came midway 
through the second half, when the Friars 
fought back to claim a 60-59 advantage. 
PC had the momentum, but sloppy play 
prevented the Friars from capitalizing on 
the opportunity.
“We didn’t execute our offense,” 
Providence Head Coach Tim Welsh said. 
“When the score was 60-60, we went a 
couple minutes where we just took quick 
shots; we stopped getting the ball inside; 
we had a couple looks that we missed... 
They kept running their offense.”
What followed was an 8-0 Irish run 
that gave them a lead they would not re­
linquish. The Friars were forced to play 
catch-up down the stretch, and it was not 
something they could do successfully.
Afterward, freshman point guard 
Sharaud Curry pointed to the same cru­
cial juncture of the game.
“We got a little impatient and started 
to rush our shots a little bit. 1 think that 
costus. They did a good job switching 
up defenses; it kind of caught us off guard 
down the stretch,” he said.
Welsh harped on the same theme: that 
it was the Friar offense, and not their 
defense, that let them down.
“Our half-court defense was pretty 
solid... but I was disappointed with the 
way we attacked their zone in the begin­
ning of the game,” he said. “We turned 
it over and gave them some easy bas­
kets.”
At the other end of the court, Welsh 
said that PC had done a good job against
season slips away
COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO
Junior forward Herbert Hill, who finished with 12 points and 5 rebounds, 
and the Friars came up short against Notre Dame on Wednesday.
Notre Dame’s potent offense. The Irish 
came in second in the Big East in scor­
ing at 76.7 points per game, and while 
the Friars conceded 82, their man-to-man 
defense was solid.
“They’re a great offensive team,” 
Curry said. “You’ve got to take away 
something, and tonight we took away the
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Home ice still up in the air for Friars
BY Rich Slate ’06 
Sports Staff
The Providence College Men’s 
Hockey team had a pivotal series this past 
weekend versus the University of New 
Hampshire. The teams entered the set 
tied for fourth place in 
MEN’S Hockey East with 28
HOCKEY points. Fourth place is the
important mark, as the top 
four teams gain home-ice for the Hockey 
East playoffs which start next week.
Nothing was really settled after Fri­
day night’s game at Schneider, as the 
teams skated to a 2-2 tie. The next night 
however, the Wildcats notched a victory 
4-1 at the Whittemore Center in Durham, 
N.H., to put themselves two points ahead 
of the Friars going into the last weekend 
of the regular season.
Neither team scored in the first pe­
riod on Friday. PC carried the play as 
they fired 15 shots to eight for UNH. 
Sophomore goalie Tyler Sims made his 
presence felt early, making a couple of 
nice saves on UNH forwards.
The Friars wasted little time getting 
off the mark in the second period, as jun­
ior center Tony Zancanaro scored his 
11 th of the season off a one-timer from 
freshman defenseman Cody Wild and 
freshman left wing Kyle Laughlin at 
1:02.
PC dodged a few bullets as UNH hit 
a post, and the referees whistled a play 
dead right before UNH scored on Sims. 
The Wildcats also hit the crossbar later 
in the period.
New Hampshire was called for a two- 
minute penalty at 13:47 and PC cashed 
in on the ensuing power play when jun­
ior right wing Jamie Carroll received a 
perfect cross-ice pass from Wild and jun­
ior center Chase Watson, and scored his
CHRIS JOLIE •06/Thc Cowl
Freshman forward Nick Mazzolini notched the Friars’ lone goal in the 4-1 
defeat at New Hampshire on Saturday night. Mazzolini and the Friars have 
a season-ending home-and-home set with Merrimack this weekend to 
conclude their regular season.
eighth goal of the season at 15:38 to 
make it 2-0 PC. At the end of two, PC 
led 2-0 and had a 23-17 advantage in 
shots.
Carroll got a two-minute penalty for 
hitting from behind early in the third, and 
the Wildcats capitalized. Shortly after 
hitting their third post of the game, they 
stole the puck behind PC’s net and scored 
on a one-timer that Sims had no chance 
of stopping at 4:41.
Sims made a great save more than five 
minutes later when he slid over perfectly 
to glove a one-timer. UNH was relent­
less, though, and they scored at 9:57 to 
tie it at 2-2.
PC had a chance to strike back on a 
power play late in the third. The crowd 
was on their feet—probably the loudest 
they’ve been all year—but the Friars just 
couldn't quite get it done.
In the ensuing overtime, the teams 
traded chances with the Wildcats having 
more opportunities. Sims held the fort 
and the game ended 2-2. PC led 30-29 
in shots for the game and Sims made 27 
saves.
“It was a good battle; obviously, 
you’re up 2-0 going into the third period 
in your building, you want to close it out 
and win the hockey game but you know 
things happen,” said Providence Head 
Coach Tim Army. “We did a good job 
killing that penalty off and a little bit of 
an unfortunate bounce and it’s 2-1... then 
we had a little bit of a break down in 
coverage (for the second UNH goal).
“Overall, we’re playing against a very 
good team,” he continued. “You’re play­
ing at the time of the year where the 
stakes are the greatest and you’re sup­
posed to play 2-2 games. If this is a play­
off game, we’d probably still be play­
ing—that’s the way it’s going to be.”
Army also cited the strong play of his 
young defensemen on Friday, as they 
played well as a unit in the absence of 
their senior leader James Pemberton, 
who is out with an arm injury. Of the six 
defenseman who played over the week­
end, three were freshmen, two were 
sophomores, and one was a junior.
Freshman right wing Pierce Norton 
felt as though his team had given away 
the win on Friday.
“We came out flying in the first two 
periods and at the second intermission, 
Coach came in and emphasized, ‘Keep 
it going in the third.’ We really have to 
stick to it in the third and stay after it and 
not hold back,” he said.
The following night at UNH was an­
other story, as the Wildcats jumped on 
the Friars early and never let up. The 
Wildcats struck for two even-strength 
goals within 50 seconds at 4:27 and 5:17 
of the first to get their home crowd into 
it immediately.
After taking the two-goal advantage 
into the locker room, the second period 
was another good one for the Wildcats, 
as they scored early again to take a com­
manding 3-0 lead.
The Friars did have a chance to get 
back into it when UNH received a five- 
minute major for hitting from behind at 
6:56. Unfortunately, the Friars could not 
score on the power play, and the inspired
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